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England's legalized piracy in the present war is well set forth in a

pamphlet entitled

—

AMERICAN RIGHTS AND BRITISH
PRETENSIONS ON THE SEAS

The Facts and Documents, Official and Other, bearing upon the Present

Attitude of Great Britain toward the Commerce of the United States.

Compiled with introductory memoranda, by William Bayard Hale.

Price, $1.00.

"The Government of Great Britain has virtually set up in the midst of the busy
seas an arbitrary court, claiming unheard-of powers and exercising the most
tyrannous police functions ; seizing and haling into the dock as suspects all travelers

upon the ocean highways, and visiting many of them with heavy penalties for

unproven, and indeed unprovable, offenses. This lawless assizes of the seas, con-

temptuous alike of its own precedents and of the rights of others, scarcely stoops to

the pretense of citing authority for its actions, which are determined solely by its

brutal will, and enforced, though indeed largely through intimidation, by the gigantic

power of its naval police. The extent of the earth's surface over which this ex-

traordinary court is permitted to wield its self-arrogated jurisdiction, the magnitude
of the interests which its actions vitally affect, and the supineness with which
sovereign states submit to the erection, upon the ruins of their self-respect and the

debacle of their highest commercial and political interests, of an island's municipal
statutes into international formulas, unite to render this one of the spectacles of
history."—Preface.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

THE NORTH SEA
By Howard Mumford Jones German-English Text, $1.00

Heine's poem on "The North Sea" is made the basis of a splendid

study of sea poetry using the untamed North Ocean as the background.

[Howard Mumford Jones is now head of the school of general litera-

ture of the University of Texas. He took his M. A. at Chicago U. of

C. in 191.S. He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and his

home is in that state. He was chosen to write the ode celebrating the

quarter-centennial of the University of Chicago in June, 1916; the ode

has been privately printed. He is the author of a booklet of verse, and of

contributions to various magazines—Poetry, The Forum, Contemporary
Verse. He is much interested in the problem of getting foreign literatures

before the college students and general public in good translations.

The Open Court Publishing Company
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Chicago, 111.
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THE BEILISS-TRIAL GOVERNMENT.

THE RUSSIAN AUTOCRACY AND ITS DUPES.

BY ARMINIUS.

JVho Planned the War?

HOW comes it that Germany is short of nickel, copper, rubber,

cotton, condensed milk, and that her colonies were almost

without ammunition, when our wiseacres tell us that she has been

planning this war for years, in order to gain world dominion? On
the part of the uninformed, that accusation is simply another illus-

tration of the well-known propensity of ignorance to jump at con-

clusions ; on the part of those who know the facts, it has to be

described by an uglier name.

"The great German aeroplane factory, the Deutsche Flugzeug-

IVerke/' writes Bertram Williams in the Scientific American of

November 4, 1916, "had for some months previous to the war been

turning out fast biplanes for the British navy at a branch factory on

English soil—surely a potent argument, one would think, against

those who say Germany wanted war."

"We have the records of German imports," wrote the British

trade papers toward the end of 1914, "and we have the records of

exports to Germany from other countries. None of them in recent

years show unusual quantities of nickel, copper, rubber or cotton.

It is certain, therefore, that Germany has at best no more than a

year's supply of these articles, so indispensable for modern military

equipment. That means"—they added triumphantly
—

"that she can

not hold out more than a year."

In other words, the British government knew that Germany
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had not been planning the war. Why, then, was the assertion made ?

Was it because "all things are fair in love and war?"

Quite different is the case of Russia. Readers of trade jour-

nals are well aware that during 1913 and 1914 Russian industry

suffered from a shortage of coal, because the Ministry of Transpor-

tation, as early as November 1912, ordered the accumulation of im-

mense stores of coal at the railway depots. It is plain as day now

that these were intended for mobilization, in order to seize Con-

stantinople, that is to say, world dominion.

TJie Groivtng Shadozv.

For Americans, with no strong neighbor within 3000 miles, it

is difficult to imagine the situation of Germany, not as large as

Texas, alongside of Russia, three times as large as the United

States. The population of Germany is 67 millions, increasing at the

rate of 800,000 a year; that of Russia is 170 millions, increasing at

the rate of 3 millions a year. Germany's increase must soon cease

for lack of land ; Russia has enough land to keep up her increase

for centuries. One of the staple features of German newspapers

is a table showing how soon Russia will have 3 times, 4 times, 5

times, 6 times the population of Germany. A hint from Petrograd

to Berlin will then be a command. Germany will be Russia's vassal.

The Russian ambassador at Berlin will occupy the same position as

the British diplomatic agent in Egypt. How would Americans feel

in a similar situation?

The prospect would be less appalling if the Russian government

were as enlightened, well-meaning, honest, progressive, as that of

Germany. Look at these adjectives and see how ludicrous they

appear when applied to the Russian government. It is to be hoped

that some at least of those Britons and Americans who since the

outbreak of the war have been hailing the Russian government with

"Hosanna!" may be capable of a twinge of shame on recalling that

only nine months before the war they were shouting "Crucify him
!"

The candid reader, wishing to gain a true idea of the Russian

government, can do nothing better than go to the nearest library

and consult the British and American periodicals of the year before

the war, when they were filled with comments on the Beiliss trial,

ended November 11, 1913. By their fruits ye shall know them.

The apple-tree gets its name from the apple, the cherry-tree from

the cherry. If the Russian government is to be named after its

most characteristic fruit, it may well be called the Beiliss-trial gov-
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ernment. It may be useful to recall the leading facts of that famous

trial.

The Bciliss Trial.

Chronic riots and assassinations had proved that the revolution

had not been quenched in 1905 but was still smouldering. The

murder of a Christian boy at Kiev in March 1911 afforded a wel-

come opportunity for the autocracy to resort to its customary trick

of occupying the popular passion with its favorite subject. Mendel

Beiliss, a Jew, was arrested and charged with having murdered the

boy "for ritual purposes." For two years and a half he was kept

in prison, while the authorities were trying to find evidence against

him. The whole civilized world rang with protest against this re-

vival of a medieval myth for the purpose of inflaming the fanatic

rabble against ah innocent people. Conspicuous among the protests

were those of the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool,

London, Glasgow, and Dublin, the International Congress of Orien-

talists, the International IVIedical Congress, and many other associa-

tions, besides thousands of the world's most distinguished scholars

and statesmen in Germany, France, England and the United States.

Alarmed at being thus placed in the limelight, and unable to find the

desired evidence, the local authorities were anxious to drop the

prosecution and set Beiliss at liberty, but were restrained by orders

from Petrograd, issued, it is said, by command of the Czar himself.

The former chief of the secret police at Kiev, who conducted an

independent investigation and came near discovering the real per-

petrators and laying bare their motives, was suspended from office,

tried on some pretended charges and imprisoned—a fact which

plainly suggests that the crime was committed by government agents,

in such a fashion as to indicate a ritual murder, for the deliberate

purpose of providing a ritual murder trial to inflame the populace.

The trial began on October 8, 1913, and then for the first time Beiliss

was allowed to confer privately with his lawyers. Lender cross-

examination the children who were made to testify against him con-

fessed that they had been coached by detectives. On November 11

he was acquitted, but the questions which the jury had to answer

were so arranged as to make it appear that there was such a thing

as ritual murder. The autocracy had attained its aim, for the result

of the trial was a series of antisemitic outbreaks, sufficient to occupy

public attention while tlie fetters were being tightened on the limbs

of libertv.
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Look here upon this picture, and on this!

Such is the character of the government which covets Con-

stantinople as the short-cut to world dominion, especially dominion

over Germany. Consider now the character of the nation whom
this government is trying to reduce to servitude. In Germany,

illiteracy is practically zero ; in Russia it is 69 per cent. The Ger-

man governments have actually forced their people to become edu-

cated ; in Russia a Minister of Education not long ago had the

hardihood to say in public that "it is not good for the people to

become educated." Why? Because the illiterate army is the only prop

of the autocracy, which will be lost if the army becomes educated.

Think of German universities overshadowed by such a government

!

According to recent dispatches, the Russian Imperial Council is

contemplating a law to make education compulsory—ten years hence.

Why did they wait till forced by the war? And how effective will

that law be if the autocracy wins in this war? Germany is a true

democracy, the Reichstag being elected by manhood suffrage and

secret ballot. It will be remembered that King William I, being

called to the headship of the reunited German nation in 1870,

actually balked at the name Kaiser, preferring to be called "Presi-

dent of the German Confederation." till Bismarck pointed out to

him that the title Kaiser, with its associations of past union and

glory, would be the strongest bond of union among the people, at a

time when such a bond was sorely needed. The present Kaiser

never wearies of repeating the maxim of his ancestor, Frederick

the Great: "I am only the first servant of the State and of my
people." The Duma of Russia, on the other hand, is simply the

puppet of the autocracy, dangled before the people's eyes to keep

them quiet. In Germany there is freedom of speech and of the

press ; Russia has a rigid censorship. In Germany there is hardly

a hamlet but has a good macadamized road ; in Russia there are

large cities without pavement. Germany is the birthplace of those

rural credit associations which have lifted the farmer from penury

to security ; Russia until 1908 had no law under which these asso-

ciations could be organized, and even now that immense empire,

three times as large as the United States, has only 790. The Ger-

man taxpayer gets most for his money ; the Russian taxpayer gets

least. Graft is unknown in Germany ; in Russia it is supreme. An
American consul in Russia, wishing to show that Germany is not

so greatly superior to Russia, very innocently puts his finger on the

vital spot. "Look at the theaters in Petrograd and Moscow ; they
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are titted out-with a magnihctiice unequalled anywhere. In dancing,

Russia leads the world." x'\las, that is where the taxpayers' money

goes ! The people are left without schools, without roads, often

without food, that titled rakes may revel! And this is the govern-

ment which has the sympathy of the xVmerican press—the press

which is forever quoting Lincoln's ''government of the people, by

the people and for the people!"

"Government by experts" is the term by which the writer in

the Encyclopedia Britannica defines the German government. If he

had cared to be more precise, he would have said that Germany is

ruled by the University of Berlin, the foremost educational and

scientific institution in the world, representing the quintessence of

the 67 millions of the best-educated nation. The influence of the

daily contact between the legislators and this body of concentrated

intelligence may be imagined, while the 9000 students, gaining an

insight into national problems by the daily w'itness of eye and ear,

become on their return to the provinces so many missionaries of

enlightened legislation. We have something similar in Wisconsin,

the most progressive state in the Union ; but Congress, our national

legislature, strangely enough, has hitherto been denied the incal-

culable assistance it would derive from a great national university

at Washington, attracting the highest intelligence not only of this

country but of the world. The Russian government, on the other

hand, is constantly at daggers' points with the universities of Petro-

grad and Moscow, constantly suspending them, and would have

abolished them long ago, if it could be done without paralyzing the

economic life of the empire.

Brain Against Muscle.

No wonder that the prospect of becoming the vassal of the

Beiliss-trial government seems a ghastly horror to the German

people. To stave ofl:' the disaster till western Europe could be per-

suaded to unite against the common peril, there was only one means

:

the most thorough organization. That is the secret of the wonderful

governmental machinery which the war has brought to light. Neces-

sity was the mother of invention. Think of it for a moment and

you will see what an infamous lie it is to assert that this preparation

was meant for aggression and world-dominion, not for the cruel

necessity of defense. The case is so plain that one can only wonder

how grown people could fail to see what any child ought to be able

to see without being told. Hemmed in between an unresigned
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neighbor lamenting the past supremacy, on the west, 'and an enor-

mous, fast-growing, despotic, irresponsible power, on the east, with

no ally on whom she could safely rely, the German democracy had

no choice but to strain every resource of intellect to make the most

of her scanty material resources. Other nations, with abundance of

land, and no overwhelming enemy near, could afford to be prodigal

of their time and labor ; Germany, with only 208,780 square miles,

overshadowed by a power owning nine million square miles, had

to make sure that every stroke should produce the maximum effect.

In this way the German social machine, the most wonderful, most

beautiful work of art of all the ages, was developed. Americans

twenty years hence will hang their heads in shame on remembering

that this wonderful work, by which the resources of a nation of

67 millions with 208,780 square miles were made to balance the

resources of two nations of 215 millions with 10 million square

miles, were regarded by the majority of the American press not as

a heroic work of defense but as proof of wicked designs of con-

quest. Deeper yet will grow their shame when they recall the endless

cargoes of ammunition which for filthy purposes of gain they sup-

plied to those who attempted to smash the finest temple ever built.

"Free Americans," some future historian will say, "secure between

two vast oceans, beheld the superhuman effort of another free, edu-

cated nation to maintain its freedom against an overwhelming des-

potic power, growing daily more overwhelming, a huge mass of

illiterates, deliberately kept illiterate by their government. And that

superhuman effort was described by free Americans as Prussian

militarism, and every effort short of actual warfare was made by

them to perpetuate and extend the despot's power. And when the

despot, in order to fasten his yoke more securely on the necks of

free nations, laid claim to Constantinople, a city which had never

been Russian, which to-day is inhabited solely by Turks, Greeks

and Armenians, with not a single Russian—free Americans called

the claim just. In all history it would be hard to find a case of more

profound mental blindness."

Befogged Contemporaries.

How hard it is to view contemporary events in their true light,

is strikingly shown in a recent article by Brander Matthews in the

New York Times. To illustrate the blind hatred felt for Thomas

Jefferson by his political enemies, Professor Matthews quotes from

a poem, "The Embargo," written by William Cullen Bryant when

he was only 13 years of age, and published in 1808.
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"And thou, the scorn of every patriot's name,

Thy country's ruin and thy council's shame

!

Poor servile thing! Derision of the brave!

Who erst from Tarleton fled to Carter's cave

;

Thou, who when menaced by perfidious Gaul,

Didst prostrate to her whiskered minions fall

;

And wlien our cash her empty bags supplied,

Didst meanly strive the foul disgrace to hide."

Bryant, arrived at maturity, might soothe his own shame by

the plea of boyish ignorance ; but the adults from whom he learned

those sentiments, if accessible to shame, must surely have called

on the mountains to fall on them and the hills to cover them, when

time had revealed the true character of the man they had reviled.

When time shall have revealed the true character of the present

contest, Germany's revilers will have difficulty in finding a hole deep

enough to hide their shame.

A Modern Isocrates.

However, the German leaders well knew that even the utmost

education and organization could not in the long run avail against

numbers. Their only hope of final safety lay in an alliance with

those nations whose interests were identical with Germany's, but

which, having acquired the habit of considering themselves the

chosen people, found it difficult to ge.t accustomed to the idea of

looking on Germany as an equal. To Britain, the expansion of

Russia is not less menacing than to Germany. Nothing seemed

more natural than that these two great Germanic nations should

unite for mutual security. This in fact has been the Kaiser's con-

stant aim for the last 20 years. He never missed an opportunity

of reminding Britons and Germans of "our common race," while

his remarks about France were actually characterized in the British

press as "fulsome flattery." That there was a responsive movement

in Britain was proved by Air. Chamberlain, who told Parliament

that he had oftered an alliance to Germany, but that it had been de-

clined. Probably the conditions oft'ered were such as to block every

effort at expansion on the part of Germany and thus convert her

into a British dependency, a hewer of wood and drawer of water

for the children of Britain.

It was in fact difficult to devise a plan which would unite the

two countries on a • fx3oting of permanent equality. To Germany
the Near East, that is to say, Turkey and Persia, was the only re-
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maining sphere of influence, the only "place in the sun," to enable

her to remain a great po\ver. Yet if that sphere were conceded to

her, it was evident that, with her rapidly expanding industry, com-

merce and wealth, she would soon have Egypt and India at her

mercy. In 1913 and the early part of 1914, especially after Lord

Haldane's visit to Berlin, the dififerences seemed on the point of

adjustment. Premier Ascjuith had declared that Britain had enough

land and had no desire to acquire more, and that Germany was at

liberty to take what remained. Germany, on the other hand, had

practically agreed to a limitation of naval armaments on the basis

of British naval supremacy. This very fact of the growing friend-

liness between Britain and Germany appears to have precipitated

the war. To understand this, we must take a look at Russia.

The Dumb, Illiterate Millions.

There is no means of guessing what might be done if we could

deal with the Russian people. The present Diuna is of course a

mere caricature of popular representation. The government which

claims to represent the Russian people is in fact their worst enemy.

The poor illiterate hordes which are fighting in Galicia are fighting

to enable a ring of grafters, fanatics and rakes to perpetuate pov-

erty and illiteracy in Russia—a ring nominally controlled by the

Czar, but in reality controlling him. The fact that 790 agricultural

cooperative credit associations have sprung up since 1908, when the

law for that purpose was at last enacted, under compulsion of defeat

in the Japanese war, proves that the Russian people are able and

eager to help themselves if the government will let them. Zorndorf,

Friedland, Borodino, Sebastopol have shown that in cool courage

and tenacity the Russian soldier is unexcelled, and the names of

Suvarov and Skobelev prove that the material for good leaders is

not lacking. Why have Russian armies made such a wretched show-

ing in the Crimean, Turkish, Japanese wars and in the present war?

Because grafters, fanatics and rakes cannot afi^ord to place the con-

trol of armies in the hands of able and honest men, but only in the

hands of fellow-grafters, fellow-fanatics, fellow-rakes.

The euphonious and astonishingly rich and flexible Russian

language is a source of perpetual delight to every one endowed

with the slightest linguistic instinct, and suggests the perpetual re-

flection that the people who developed this language must be of

high native quality. What revelations might come to humanity if

these 170 millions had the same chance of m'ental development that

Germany's 67 millions have ! Russia's apologists point to the great
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names in Russian literature— Pushkin, Lerniontov, Dostoievsky.

Turgeniev, Tolstoy, (jorki—as proof of civilization. The stunning,

damning fact is that the works of these men are inaccessihle to 69

per cent of their countrymen. Nothing can be sadder than the pic-

tures of peasant life drawn by Turgeniev and Tolstoy—the frequent

groan of some great soul staggering hopeless under its load of ig-

norance and drudgery. The haunting lines of Gray's Elegy come
to mind

:

. .

"Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Some heart once pregnant with celestial tire.

Hands that the rod of empire might Iiave swaj-ed,

Or waked to ecstasy the living l_vre.

"But knowledge to their eyes her ample page.

Rich with the spoils of time, did ne'er unroll

;

Chill penury repressed their noble rage,

And froze the genial current of the soul.

"Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark, unfathomed caves of ocean bear

;

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And w-aste its sweetness on the desert air."

And to think that England and France, the great free nations,

are doing their best to bolster up a government which deliberately

seals up the fountains of knowledge from its own people! To think

that free Americans send ammunition to a gang of grafters, fanatics

and rakes, to enable them to keep the yoke on the necks of 170

million victims, and to crush the nation which for a hundred years

has been the world's teacher, especially Russia's teacher

!

Tolstoy tells us that public opinion in Russia is simply the

opinion of "the 5000 idle rich." Certainly in a censor-ridden nation

with 69 per cent illiterates and an additional 20 per cent not much
better than illiterates, public opinion cannot represent more than a

very small fraction of the people. We are told that this public

opinion regards the possession of the Bosporus-Dardanelles as the

indispensable condition of Russia's welfare. Some Americans im-

agine that they show their liberality, breadth of mind and other

noble qualities by sympathizing with this supposed Russian demand
for a free outlet to the sea. Let us look at the facts.

A People Chastised with Seorpions.

It would be preposterous to say that Russia needs more land.

With 9 million square miles, three times the area of the United

States, she has land enough for centuries, ample to secure her rank
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as a great power forever. Think of it! In 1607, the date of the

first EngHsh settlement in America, Russia was already in possession

of a territory nearly as large as the present United States. The

entire United States was then a wilderness ; the European part of

Russia was dotted with hundreds of cities and towns. Yet to-day

(according to the World Almanac of 1916, page 327), the wealth

of the United States is estimated at 188 billion dollars, that of Russia

at 40 billions, compared with Britain's 85 billions, Germany's 80

billions, France's 50 billions. And the government which has failed

so miserably to do its duty to its own people, a government which

treats 6 millions of its most intelligent subjects, the Jews, as out-

laws, a government which would have its hands so full at home if it

wished to make up for past sins—such a government wants to dic-

tate to civilized nations, simply because it has a huge multitude of

armed illiterates under its control! Having chastised 170 millions

with scorpions, it wishes to chastise additional millions. If the

German government, with only 208,780 square miles, has brought

its people to their present state of prosperity and enlightenment,

what would Russia be, with her 9 million square miles, if she had

an equally able and honest government ! And yet we are told that

Russia must expand and Germany shall not!

What the Possession of Constantinople Would Mean.

Russia's demand for a free outlet to the ocean, when candidly

examined, is equally preposterous. Through the Black Sea, she

has an absolutely free outlet for her commerce, so long as she re-

mains at peace—and she can always remain at peace if she will stop

dictating to other nations and simply attend to the needs of her

own immense territory, which needs attention so badly. If Britain,

France, Germany and the United States become allied, there will

be perpetual peace, giving Russia perpetual free access to the ocean.

Suppose Russia did gain Constantinople ; can any one imagine that

a single sack of wheat would ever be sent by rail to Constantinople

and thence exported by boat, instead of being shipped from the port

of Odessa direct? What fool would substitute 450 miles of costly

land transportation for 375 miles of cheap sea transportation?

Evidently Constantinople is demanded not for commercial but

for military purposes—to make Russia's overwhelming and fast-

growing preponderance still more overwhelming and fast-growing.

The distance from Russia to Constantinople is 400 miles on the

European side, 700 miles on the Asiatic side. Don't take my word
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for it, but take any schoolboy's geography and measure the distances,

and then measure the same distances on the map of the United

States. You will find that 400 miles is the distance from Washing-

ton to Detroit, 700 miles the distance from Washington to St. Louis.

All the vast intervening territory, comprising Rumania, Bulgaria^

Turkey, soon also Greece and Serbia, would necessarily be Russia's

prey if she once got hold of Constantinople, for it would be silly

to suppose that the Beiliss-trial government would respect the in-

dependence of those countries, when there is nothing but its own
mercy and its own promises to prevent it from annexing them.

These acquisitions would mean an addition of 50 million people to the

scorpion-smitten 170 millions and of a million square miles to the

9 million square miles already comprised in the realm of graft.

With a railway extending almost to the Egyptian border, even Tur-

key is a dangerous neighbor to Egypt. What would Britain's posi-

tion in Egypt be alongside of a power of 220 millions, controlling

the Black Sea aud the ^^gean

!

"We cannot desert the Serbians," said "public opinion" in

Russia. Disinterested sympathy indeed ! Look into history and

you will find that the Serbians time and again sought annexation

to Austria, and would have succeeded, had not Russia threatened to

mobilize. Up to 1914, crowds of Serbian laborers emigrated every

year to the Serbian-speaking lands under the Austrian "yoke," be-

cause there they found better wages, better schools, better roads,

better medical attendance, more humane treatment. They were only

too glad to become Austrian subjects and escape from the clique of

regicides which pretends to represent the Serbian nation. The res-

toration of Poland ought to suggest to Emperor Charles a still more
brilliant move with which to inaugurate his reign. Let him unite

Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Dalmatia into one autonomous
kingdom of Greater Serbia, under a prince of Alontenegro, and

under .Austrian suzerainty—and the entire Serbian army at Monas-
tir will pass over to the Austrians bag and baggage. Similarly, if

Rumania were united with Hungary into one kingdom, the rem-

nant of the Rumanian armies would probably help Mackensen to

conquer Bessarabia. National unity and autonomy under Austrian

suzerainty is all the "reparation" that Serbia and Rumania need,

all that they want.

In a word, nothing can be clearer than that the Russian demand
for Constantinople and for a preponderant influence in the Balkans

is a demand for world dominion. What, then, are we to think of

those Americans who see nothing unreasonable in that demand, who
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think it (juite right that 50 niiUiou people should be annexed against

their will and made to swell the power of despotism, while these

same Americans accuse Germany of planning the conquest of the

world, simply because she wrought miracles in the desperate efifort

to resist the Russian pressure till she could persuade Britain to

become her ally ! What does the Declaration of Independence mean

by "governments, deriving their just powers from the consent of the

governed?"

Freemen Trying to Enslave Freemen.

History shows numerous cases of sudden delusions seizing upon

whole communities, cases in which the evidence of the senses, reason

and justice are thrown to the winds, and the wildest and most base-

less fancies play havoc with men's minds. Such was the Salem

witchcraft delusion of 1692. Such is the strange perversion which

holds sway to-day. Americans glorify their ancestors to the skies

because in 1776 they drew the sword rather than submit to tyranny

;

yet when another free nation draws the sword as the last resort

against the menace of a more intolerable tyranny, free Americans

do their best to help the tyrant to subdue that other free nation. If

at the time of our Revolution there had been another republic which,

instead of helping us in our struggle against despotism, had fur-

nished arms to the despot, would not the name of that republic be

now in the eternal hell of contempt, like that of Benedict Arnold?

Our champions of preparedness point to the war of 1812 and

the Civil War as horrible examples of the disastrous results of un-

preparedness
;
yet because Germany, in an infinitely more perilous

situation, adopted that much-lauded system of preparedness, without

which she would long ago have presented the most horrible example

of the results of unpreparedness—these same orators denounce her

as the incarnation of militarism, forgetting that Germany's standing

army before the war numbered only 810,000 men, while the com-

bined armies of Russia and France numbered 1,970,000. Consis-

tency, thou art a jewel! No nation, situated as Germany was in

1914, could have acted otherwise than Germany did, without brand-

ing herself as a coward.

A Tzveed Ring at Petrograd.

In reality the demand for more land and for the control of the

Bosporus-Dardanelles and the "independence" of the Balkan states is

not the demand of the Russian people but of the ring of grafters,
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fanatics and rakes whose interests are bound up with the main-

tenance of the autocracy. The events of the last forty years have

proved to that cHque that the days of their power are numbered,

unless the people's attention can be diverted from the parasites

that suck their blood. One easy method was to rouse the fanaticism,

lust and greed of the rabble by hounding them against the Jews, as

in the case of Kishenev massacres of 1903 and the "ritual murder"

trial of 1913. The alternative method was aggression against other

nations, with its prospect of glory and enrichment to the cunning,

its appeal to the patriotism of the ignorant. That was the motive

of the JManchurian adventure, blocked by Japan. Finding the avenue

of expansion closed in the Far East, the grafters in 1907 announced

their "renewed interest" in the Near East, that is to say, Con-

stantinople.

Baccarat and the Triple Entente.

For obvious reasons, it has long been a cardinal principle of

British policy that Russia must under no circumstances be allowed

to take Constantinople. This is one of the few points on which

the policies of Britain and France have until recently been in agree-

ment. Of late, however, they have been between the devil and the

deep sea. The question has been : Shall Constantinople be controlled

by Russia or by Germany? Had Queen Mctoria died twenty years

earlier or ten years later. Britain would probably have declared in

favor of Germany, and the new era of perpetual peace might have

been initiated bloodlessly through the voluntary reunion of Germany
and her great colony. As it was, Edward VII, as Prince of Wales,

finding nothing to do in a harvest-field crying for workers, and

growing weary of Tranby Croft and baccarat, sought distraction

in Paris and became a bosom friend of various kindred spirits in that

gay capital. In that company, of course, he was not likely to imbibe

the deepest friendship for Germany, least of all for the Kaiser,

whose strongest passion is work. When Edward came to the throne,

on January 22, 1901, what a magnificent chance he had, as persona

gratissima at Paris, to mediate between France and Germany and

thus efit'ect the union of civilization under British leadership! In-

stead of that, the pro-German current started by Chamberlain was
quickly reversed; the entente with France (signed April 8, 1904)

was concluded in an anti-German spirit, and Edward's Parisian

friends became the natural mediators between him and the Russian

diplomats who shared his fondness for the gay French capital. The
result was the Triple Entente (August 31, 1907), conceived in
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gaiety, and dedicated to the proposition that the hardest-working,

best-educated, most progressive nation must not be allowed to enjoy

the fruit of its labor, a place in the sun ; that it must be condemned

to atrophy in its little flower-pot of 208,780 square miles, while its

neighbors sent their roots all over the globe, till they became giants

while their victim became a dwarf. Baroness von Suttner, in ecstasy

over the "peace pact" of the Anglo-French entente, bestowed on

its author the title of "Edward the Peacemaker." Were she living

now, she would be horrified to find that the title "Edward the War-
maker" would have been more appropriate. The British and Erench

partisans of the Triple Entente knew perfectly that their successors,

in order to escape from Russian vassalage, would have to seek the

aid of the nation whom they were trying to condemn to atrophy.

"After us the deluge."

However, any one might see that an artificial creation like this

Triple Entente could not long hold out against the pressure of real

interests, especially after the death of Edward on May 6, 1910.

The Russian grafters knew that, and determined to make hay while

the sun was shining. That is the meaning of the immense coal piles

at the Russian railway depots in 1913. No sooner in fact was the

Triple Entente signed than the Erench socialists started a vigorous

campaign against the unnatural alliance with Czardom and in favor

of an understanding with democratic Germany. Mention has al-

ready been made of the growing friendliness between Britain and

Germany in 1913 and the early part of 1914, culminating in Lord

Haldane's visit to Berlin.

The Grafters' High Tide.

Haldane's visit, in fact, seems to have been the spark that set

off the powder keg. "Britain is preparing to swing over to Ger-

many," the Russian grafters whispered to one another, "and if she

does, she will carry France with her, and we shall be isolated and

all hope of gaining Constantinople and world dominion will have to

be abandoned. The Russian liberals will eagerly seize on this defeat

as a weapon against the autocracy ; a revolution like that of 1905

will follow, and a new Duma will sweep away all the privileges now
enjoyed by the autocracy and its favorites, at the same time giving

equality to Jews and other malcontents. If we hesitate, we are lost.

Not only shall we lose all our plunder, but our heads may go with

it. Now or never is our chance to seize Constantinople and world

dominion, and tenfold opportunities of graft. Britain's suspicions

of Germany are still at fever heat, and Haldane will not find it easy
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to cool them. If we can lincl a pretext for striking the blow, Ger-

many will not dare interfere, knowing that an attack on us would

bring France and Britain to our aid and involve Germany in a war

which would ruin her commerce and expose her people to starvation.

" 'On such a full sea are we now afloat,

And we must take the current when it serves,

Or lose our ventures.'
"

The outcome was the Serbian conspiracy, aiming at the dis-

memberment of Austria-Hungary, Germany's only reliable ally. In

all probability the Russian government, relying on the promise of

French and British aid in case of attack by Germany, expected to

accomplish its object without actual war. The Russian mobilization

did place Germany in the most cruel dilemma. If she attacked at

once, she would bring the w'hole strength of France and Britain

down upon her ; if she delayed, the Russian mobilization would soon

reach a point where resistance would be hopeless. The Russian

government probably expected that Germany would shrink from the

awful consecjuences of a sudden break, but would negotiate as Japan

had done in 1903. Internal friction would soon convince the Austro-

Hungarian government that it was in no shape for war, and without

Austro-Hungarian help Germany could not afford to take the field.

The backdown of Austria-Hungary and Germany would convince

the Balkan states of Russia's omnipotence and make them obedient

vassals. A new Balkan confederation, under Russian patronage,

would capture Constantinople, and the divided councils of the West

would have nothing to do but to take cognizance of an accomplished

fact. When the Balkans had become a Russian province, a new
propaganda among the remaining Slavs of Austria-Hungary would

create a new crisis, and a hint from Russia would suffice to secure

the "liberation"—that is to say, the Russification—of these Slavic

brothers, as well as of the Hungarians. Germany and Scandinavia

would then become dependencies of Russia, giving her "free access"

to the Atlantic and world dominion. Since nothing succeeds like

success, the triumphant autocracy would be more firmly established

than ever ; freedom for the Russian people would be relegated to

the dim future ; repressive laws against the Jews would quickly

follow ; in fact the autocracy has taken advantage of the turmoil

of the war to harass the Jew^s more than ever. Whoever cares for

data on this subject can obtain them from the National Workmen's
Committee on Jewish Rights, 175 East Broadway, New York City.

The value of the promises of autonomy to Poland may be judged by
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the fact that the autocracy is even now engaged in aboHshing the

autonomy of Finland. A nation whose iUiteracy is 69 per cent is

trying to "assimilate" a nation whose illiteracy is 1.2 per cent.

They Shall Take Who Have the Poiver.

That these are not mere speculations is proved by an article by

Professor Mitrofanoff in the Preiissische Jahrhiicher for June 1914,

to be found, no doubt, in all the leading libraries in the United

States. Professor Delbriick, the editor, had asked for an explana-

tion of the violent anti-German campaign which, by permission of

the censor, was then raging in the Russian press. Professor Mitro-

fanofif's reply, on the lines and between them, amounts to this

:

"Let the world understand that Russia has made up her mind

to take Constantinople and to exercise a preponderant influence in

the Balkans. We know perfectly well that this will make her dom-

inant over the globe. Why should that make us hesitate? No na-

tion that had a chance to become dominant ever scrupled to use the

necessary means for that purpose. Germany is the main obstacle.

We know that the road to Constantinople passes through Berlin.

We also know how the subject looks from your standpoint. If we
merely wanted to make sure of our future as a great power, we need

not acquire another inch of land ; our 9 million square miles will

alYord room for 500 million people without much crowding. We
know that the Near East represents your only chance of growth,

your only avenue of escape from suffocation. By annexing it, we
shall of course convert 67 million Germans into unwilling Russian

subjects. W^e hate to blast your hopes, especially when we consider

how much we owe to Germany. But the situation before us is this

:

Shall we take Constantinople and rule the world, or shall we refrain

from taking it and thus allow Germany to remain a great and inde-

pendent power ? Russia has made her choice. She has decided that

Germany shall not remain a great and independent power."

No wonder the German people blamed the Kaiser for delaying

the declaration of war three days and thus giving their enemies

that much more time for preparation. The sudden and overwhelm-

ing invasion of Galicia proved that the Russian mobilization had

been going on for months. And in this desperate effort of the most

honest, most enlightened government on earth to escape from a

trap set by a clique of grafters, the American press, with few ex-

ceptions, is on the side of the grafters

!
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Britain's Dile^nma.

The resignation of three British cabinet ministers proved that

Britain's dilemma was hardly less cruel than that of Germany. We
may be sure that Haldane, who recognizes (lermany as his "spiritual

home," made an ardent plea for neutrality.

"We have no reason to doubt the sincerity of the Germans,"

he would say, "when they assure us that they have not the slightest

design against our empire. Nothing could be more reasonable than

their desire to remain a great power. Hence their demand for a

free hand in the Near East, their only possible field of expansion.

That would be a very modest sphere of influence compared to ours

and Russia's. If we thwart them in this modest ambition, we can-

not expect that they will be anything else than our consistent ene-

mies, trying to thwart us in return. On the contrary, if we say Amen,

they will be our eternal allies, and we shall forever be rid of the

Russian nightmare. Between us and Russia we shall then have a

buffer that can buff."

"It may be true." somebody would reply, "that the present

statesmen of Germany have no evil intention against us. but it is

equally true that if they controlled Turkey and Persia, they would

have the British empire at their mercy, ^^"e need more substantial

guarantees than their mere word. Though we own nearly one-fourth

of the globe, with 440 million inhabitants, we are in reality not as

strong as Germany, with her 67 millions. The total number of

white people in the British empire is only 56 millions ; our 384

million dusky subjects are a source of w'eakness to us, in that they

require white garrisons to keep them in subjection. Even now. with

her limited territory, Germany bids fair to dethrone us from our

commercial, industrial and naval supremacy. If she gains control

of the Near East, she will have threefold resources, and then our

supremacy will be at an end."

"You seem to think." Haldane would insist, "that Germany
alone knows the trick of growing, while Britain has forgotten how
to grow. Please remember that Canada alone is larger than Europe,

and is sure to have 100 million inhabitants fifty years from now;
that the same or nearly the same is true of Australia ; that in South

Africa there is room for another 50 millions. The utmost hopes

of Germany can never equal these opportunities. Moreover you

seem to think that, if we allow Germany a free hand, she will con-

vert Austria-Hungary, the Balkans, Turkey and Persia into German
provinces. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Thev will be
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Germany's faithful allies for defense against Russia, and for no

other purpose. So long as we do not support Russia's designs

against them, they will not listen to Germany if the latter tries to

turn them against us. which is not at all likely. On the contrary,

if Germany is beaten, nothing can prevent Turkey and Persia from

becoming helpless provinces of Russia, which means that our pos-

session of Egypt and India would soon become nominal, till we were

ordered to quit. If Germany wins, we shall not be at her mercy;

but even if we were, it is better to be at the mercy of a government

responsible to the best-educated nation, our own flesh and blood,

willing at any moment to be our ally, than at the mercy of an

irresponsible, unprincipled government, controlling an illiterate na-

tion. Let us not forget what Chamberlain said about the Long

Spoon. The government which was capable of the deliberate villainy

of the Beiliss trial is capable of any villainy. To allow the safety

of the British empire to become dependent on the good faith of such

a government would be insanity."

"We have not yet reached the point where we must be at the

mercy of anybody," would be the reply. "Suppose we help the

Russians and French to beat the Germans. The Russians would

doubtless wish to crush them completely, but neither we nor the

French would allow it. If afterward we had trouble with the Rus-

sians, both the French and the Germans would be compelled by

their own interests to stand by us. In a word, the German peril

is more imminent than the Russian."

"You are all wide of the mark," some one else would im-

patiently interpose. "You talk as if we had some ground for hesita-

tion, when in reality we oughl to thank our stars for this heaven-

sent opportunity. Through the rashness of our rival in putting

himself in the attitude of an aggressor, we have the chance to unite

the world against him and to crush him, a chance which we shall

never have again. Italy would surely be with us, for this is her

great opportunity to gain control of the Adriatic. Thus with little

cost to ourselves, by our usual method of hiring continental armies

to fight our battles, we can put an end to the domination of the Prus-

sian military caste threatening the national existence of the deluded

German nation and its freedom of development, which we welcomed

so long as it was in the paths of peace. We are now in a pqsition

to obtain the most complete guarantee against the possibility of that

caste ever again disturbing the peace of Europe. Prussia, since she

got into the hands of that caste, has been a bad neighbor, arrogant,

threatening, bullying, shifting her boimdaries at her will, and taking
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one fair field after another from her weaker neighbors and adding

them to her own dominions. With her belt ostentatiously full of

weapons of offense, and ready at a moment's notice to use them,

she has always been an unpleasant, disturbing neighbor in Europe.

She got thoroughly on the nerves of Europe ; there was no peace

near where she dwelt. It is difficult for those who are fortunate

enough to live thousands of miles away to understand wdiat it has

meant to those who live near. Even here, with the protection of

the broad seas between us, we know what a disturbing factor the

Prussians were with their constant naval menace. But we can

hardly realize wdiat it meant to France and Russia. Several times

there were threats directed against them even within the lifetime of

this generation, which presented the alternative of war or humilia-

tion. There were many of us who hoped that the internal influence

in Germany would be strong enough to check, and ultimately to

eliminate it. Xow that this great w^ar has been forced by the

Prussian leaders, it would be folly not to see to it that this swash-

buckling through the streets of Europe and this disturbance of

peaceful citizens was dealt with here and now as the most serious

offense against the law of nations.

"We are sure of victory. We know that Germany produces

only 96 per cent of her food, and cannot do even that when her

best laborers are engaged in fighting. The Pioard of Trade has

accurate records of the German imports of nickel, copper, cotton,

rubber and petroleum, and accurate records also of the exports of

the same articles from foreign countries to Germany. These ar-

ticles are indispensable in modern warfare, and as the Germans

have hardly enough of them to last one year, they will soon be at

our mercy like a flock of sheep."

For a minute, the well-informed and philosophic Haldane would

be speechless with astonishment. "What hysterics are these?" he

would gasp at last. "Have you ever been in Germany? Have you

ever taken the trouble to read a German newspaper or periodical?

An untruthful Briton is supposed to be a contradiction in terms.

You are a Briton, and therefore I must infer that you are not aw^are

of the atrocious falsehood of your statements, but are merely w^eak

enough, in this supreme hour, to repeat the wild phrases of irrespon-

sible scribblers. Where did you study history? Will you specify

the year in which Prussia was, as you say, threatening, bullying her

neighbors? W^as it when Frederick the Great, fighting our battles

as well as his own, was facing those weaker neighbors, Austria.

Russia, France and Sweden combined? Was it when Bliicher at
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Leipsic freed Europe from the yoke of Napoleon, or when, swallow-

ing his resentment at Wellington's desertion, he marched to Water-

loo to save an English army from defeat and possible annihilation?

Was it in 1870. Avhen Germany, after 200 years of French aggres-

sion, being attacked once more on the most frivolous pretext, for

the deliberate purpose of despoiling her and preventing her uni-

fication, beat back the aggressor? If Germany was bent on conquest,

why did she not profit by the opportunity presented by the Boer

war and the Russo-Japanese war? Is it possible to imagine any-

thing more preposterous than the so-called German menace to

France and Russia? As well might you talk of the intolerable men-

ace of David to Goliath. Germany numbers only 67 millions, with

a standing army of 810,000, while France and Russia number 40 and

170 millions, with armies of 770,000 and 1.200,000 respectively;

Germany's expenditures for army and navy in 1913-14 were only

$294,390,000, while Britain spent $448,440,000, Russia $439,300,000,

France $311,002,000. You are perfectly aware of these facts; they

are set forth in the Statesiiian's Yearbook^ which you have before

you on your desk every day, and to which you yourself are a con-

tributor. If I am not mistaken, you yourself have cited these facts

in your speeches. Then why do you all at once talk as if the facts

were the reverse? Is the truth a sail to be trimmed in accordance

with the wind? If the 67 million })eople of Germany, with $294-

390,000, created a stronger armament than the 170 million people

of Russia did with their $439,300,000. and their far cheaper labor,

what other reason can you discover than that the German govern-

ment is honest, while the Russian government is worm-eaten with

graft? Clearly the so-called German menace is simply the men-

ace of honesty to dishonesty. And shall we ally ourselves with dis-

honesty against honesty, with illiteracy against education, with

despotism against freedom? Scores of candid and well-informed

Britons have admitted over and over again during the past twenty

years that Germany would have been cruslied and despoiled long

ago by Russia and France, had they not had a wholesome respect

for her army. Bias Britain never bullied weaker neighbors? Do
we not own thirteen times as much land as Germany? How did

we get it except by taking it from weaker neighbors? People who
live in glass houses should not throw stones. When China tried

to stop the importation of opium, which was ruining her people,

did we not make war on her for the delil^crate purpose of forcing

her to allow us to continue that nefarious traffic? To all remon-

strances, did we not rcplv. year after year, with cynical effrontery.
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that we would slop shipping- opium to lliina as soon as someljody

would tell us .where ludia was to get her reveuue? Have you ever

met auv of those Geruiau aruiy officers whom you call swash-

bucklers? Do you know that 99 i)er cent of them are the most

modest, most unassuming gentlemen in the world, profoundly

learned, spending their time not in swaggering through the streets

but in the hardest kind of work? If a rowdy is found among them

occasionally, is that not true of every army, including the British?

Sir Norman Lockyer told us a few years ago, with the approval of

every learned man in England, that we were sure to lose our place

of eminence among the nations unless we reorganized our system

of education on the model of Germany, the most highly educated

nation in the world. If Germany is thus the leader in civilization,

has she not the right to enjoy the boon of national unity, and the

power conferred by that unity? .\nd is it not a piece of effrontery

on our part to block such a nation in every quarter of the globe

—

Morocco, Turkey, Persia, Xew Guinea— with the declaration

:

"Hands oft! You have no business here!" What you call swash-

buckling is simply the natural resentment of self-respecting men at

being thus bullied.

"You say we are sure of beating Germany. But what if (Ger-

many rises as one man. as Prussia did in 1813. sending 6 per cent

of her population into the lield ! If that was possible then, it is

possible now. If you say that the Germans have not enough copper,

nickel, rubber, cotton, to last more than a year, you confess that

they have not been planning this war. for nothing would have been

easier than to accumulate those articles. And if Germany did not

plan the war but is merely turning at bay, what a foul blot shall we
make in our history if we try to crush her and fail

!"

It is to be hoped that Lord Haldane will some day give the

world an account of his mental struggle on that occasion. Before

arri\'ing at a decision, that erudite and well-meaning man must have

passed through hours of cruel agony. If he quitted the cabinet,

after his vain effort to make an impression on minds nailed up

against argument, he would further weaken the government and

incur the reproach of refusing to lend his best service to his country

in her hour of need : if he remained, he would necessarily be com-

pelled to strain every ner^'e to defeat the country which next to

Britain was dearest to him. It may not be rash to surmise that he

consented to remain on condition that Germany's territory remain

intact and that Constantinoj)le be not surrendered to Russia : and
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that he resigned when the course of events made it increasingly un-

certain whether Britain would be able to guarantee these conditions.

Coin Outdone.

And so the impossible, unspeakable enormity came to pass.

England joined her own natural enemies to fight her own natural

friends, her "historic ally," with whom she had never been at

war before. With parricidal fury, the Daughter attacked the Mother.

She decided to trust the Government of the Long Spoon, the Gov-

ernment of the Beiliss Trial, rather than her own tlesh and blood.

The leading democracy of Europe, which itself had long felt the

menace of the autocracy, nevertheless joined hands with it against

a government which, according to British testimony, takes better

care of its subjects, in other words, is more truly democratic, than

any other government. The nation of 13 million square miles de-

cided to aid the nation of 9 million square miles in absorbing the

pitiful" remnant of land which to the nation of 208,780 square miles

represents the only chance of remaining a great power. The nation

which produced Darwin, Spencer and Galton combined with the

illiterate nation to crush the most educated nation. Yellow, brown

and black men, of all degrees of barbarism and savagery, were

armed by white, civilized Britons and hurled against white, civilized

Germans. "We are fighting for you and you attack us!" was the

furious shout that came from Germany. No wonder German sol-

diers learned to take a grim pleasure in the imprecation "May God

punish England !" When the British people come to their senses,

when the suicidal character of their policy stands out, grim and

ghastly, in the light of its consequences, what a reckoning will they

exact of their misleaders ! Had Cleon lived long enough, what

punishment would the Athenians have meted out to him!

Republicans Propping up the Last Despot.

When it appeared that the land of universities could not be

reduced to subjection by all the civilized, semi-civilized and bar-

barous countries of the Old \\^orld combined, and that the tyrant's

own subjects were about to be freed from the yoke, the "land of

the free," ambitious to be known in history by the twin titles of

"Servant of Despotism" and "Murderer of Germany," came to the

rescue of the tyrant. She set a thousand ammunition factories

going, to furnish, in her nominal neutrality, a ghastly illustration

of the letter that killeth. But for this malevolent neutrality, the

war would have come to an end a year ago, on the very best terms
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for all humaiiitv. All the lives that have been lost since then, and

those that are still to be lost, all the horrors of mutilation, famine

and disease of the second half of the war, will hereafter be a per-

manent burden on America's conscience. "Their blood be upon us

and upon our children!" Guilty of wilful ignorance will be those

who believe Germany to be in the wrong, because they are too

sluggish to open their eyes to the glaring facts ; guilty of swinish

greed will be those plutocrats who would sell ammunition to the

enemies of tiieir own country if they got a chance ; guilty of cow-

ardice will be those who knew what ought to be done to stop the

vile traffic, but shrank from the toil or the political risk of doing it.

Some Americans seem actually to be proud of the fact that the

Brussiloff drive, intended to reconquer the land of Kosciusko and

Pulaski, was made mostly with ammunition of American manu-

facture. The land of the free does everything short of actual war-

fare to crush the land which enjoys the truest freedom, to delay

the day of freedom for the Russian people, and to make the autocrat

of the Beiliss Trial supreme over the globe. And the heartless,

conscienceless plutocrats who carry on this traffic are no doubt

liberal donors to the American Red Cross and are praised for their

"philanthropy" ! Stop the ammunition traffic and there will be no

need of any Red Cross.

All over Europe the cry is : 'AVe must reorganize our govern-

ment on the German model, if we want to be up-to-date." In other

words, we must do exactly as the Germans did, but we must crush

them for doing it. Has mankind gone insane?

"Public opinion should be suspended," was Admiral Sigsbee's

warning at the time of the Maine explosion. Alas, how few people

know how to suspend their opinion ; how few, having formed an

opinion at haphazard, know how to change it ! "Remember the

Maine!" was the slogan of millions who neither knew nor cared

to know how the explosion occurred. The mere fact that Germany

declared war was by many Americans deemed sufficient proof that

she was the aggressor. And yet in 1812 and 1898 we ourselves

declared war, and for what? Was our independence at stake?

Were we threatened by an unprincipled, overshadowing despotism?

We did have grave motives in both cases, but they w'ere trifles

compared to Germany's motives in the present war. Colonel Roose-

velt tells us that there are occasions when it would be a crime for a

nation not to draw the sword. Let him tell us what he would have

done if he had been in the Kaiser's place on August 1, 1914.

To throw the blame for America's attitude on President Wil-
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son would be manifestly unjust. What the President's private sen-

timents may be, cannot without rashness be inferred from his

utterances or his acts. In a republic, the chief magistrate can do

little else than follow the drift of public opinion, such as he under-

stands it. The blame must rest with the public, which allows its

opinion to be manufactured by hirelings, ever ready to call black

white at their masters' bidding.

JVilling Dupes. .

How the grafters, fanatics and rakes in Russia must rub their

hands and chuckle when they see the democrats of Britain, France,

and the United States toiling in the service of despotism ! "Was
there ever such luck!" they crow when they meet. "For thirty years

we have had daily cold shivers to think that the democrats of

Britain. France, Germany and the United States might at any

moment have sense enough to combine and lend their support to

the Russian liberals, which of course would mean the end of the

autocracy and of our soft snaps. And here they are spending their

money and their lives to make our darling despot supreme ! We
have been racking our brains to find some way of making these

simpletons swallow the transparent lie about Germany's schemes of

world dominion. And here the republican press takes that task out

of our hands and performs it with incredible zest and ingenuity,

and howls down any one that ventures to tell the truth ! We never

dreamt that they were such easy marks! 'We are fighting for our

lives,' say British statesmen, and proceed to exhort their people to

commit suicide. 'Liberty, equality, fraternity !' shout the French,

and rush to demolish the rampart that stands between them and

tyranny. 'America first !' shout the Americans, and proceed to send

us ammunition with which to batter down the American ideal and

keep our 170 millions from setting up a 'government of the people,

by the people and for the people.' For inspiration, these sons of

liberty invoke the shades of Hampden, Mirabeau and Washington,

and then proceed to do the work of Pobiedonostsev. If there is a

special devil that takes delight in making people cut ofif their noses

to spite their faces, he must by this time be almost dead with

laughter."

// the Dam iverc Broken.

What will happen if Germany were defeated? The program

of the Beiliss-trial government will be carried out to its full extent,

for Britain would be powerless to oppose it, and neither France nor
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Italy wouUl helii licr it they could. The only help—ye heavens!

—

could come from the "historic allies"" of England whom she now is

trying to starve and crush. Will they return good for evil? Will they

not on the contrary feel tempted to make the Russo-Japanese alli-

ance still more overwhelming, in the hope of sharing in the spoils?

A Russian garrison will soon make its appearance at Jerusalem,

ready to march on the Suez canal. Half of Persia will be taken at

once, and the other half will be left in nominal P)ritish control,

which will cease at the first hint from Petrograd. India may for

some time continue nominally a British possession ; in reality it

will be part of the Russian empire as soon as Germany, hitherto

its rampart of protection, has been broken dowm.

And to bring this ruin on herself, Britain is striving tooth and

nail ! .
.

AN AMERICAN JUDGMENT OF GERMANY'S
CAUSE.^

A LETTER TO MY FRIEND IN KHAKI.

BY JOSEPH W. PENNYPACKER.

\7'OUR interesting narrative of life among the cacti I can answer

-L only by giving you some reflections made as I look out upon the

pageant from my watch-tower. You are for Germany. You may

not know it, or possibly you are not aware of the reasons why.

Here are some of them.

Texas contains 265,780 square miles, Germany 208,830. Con-

trast her size with that of the three great powers that have acquired

extensive colonies. England, Russia, Erance.—and then smile at the

mistranslation which our ignorant or malicious press has given to

the song-title "Deutschland iiber Allcs." Yet upon that small terri-

tory exist 70,000,000 people, whose total share in the world-com-

merce before the war was $5,000,000,000 a year. The great British

empire had $7,250,000,000 a year, and the United States stood third

with $4,250,000,000 a year. To this second place commercially Ger-

many had climbed in fifty years. \\'hat does that mean? It means

that by a spiritual process the German people had cultivated inten-

sively, efficiently, frugally, the home products and industries of their

1 With one or two omissions of personality, this is a bonafide letter written

from back home to one of "the boys" on the ]\Iexican border in August, 1916.
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208,830 square miles and that they were economically justified in

desiring to expand.

This question of national expansion is interesting. The moral

basis for it, if any, is the right of the more civilized nations to carry

their culture down among the more elemental peoples along the

equator and bring back in exchange their native wealth. In 1904

England and France secretly agreed to recognize mutual "'spheres

of influence" in Egypt and Morocco—that is, to take those places.

In 1907 England and Russia agreed as to the spoliation of Persia

and chased out Mr. Shuster. It is only fifteen years since England

took the Transvaal and (3range Free State by warring on their

women, and now that she has got the single German colony in

Africa she intends to hold contiguous territory from Egypt to Good

Hope. Yet not England, France, nor Russia is cultivated at home

so intensively as Germany. The latter, although she had commercial

interests in Morocco, recognized the French protectorate and waived

her rights by the treaty of Algeciras. That kept the peace in Europe

;

but it was unfair to Germany.

For Germany was needing to expand. Where did she go?

Did she seize her neighbors? No! She acquired by purchase and

treaty a right of way through the Balkans and Bulgaria, and set

about building the Berlin-Bagdad railway intending to develop Meso-

potamia to the top of the Persian Gulf. This was a good plan for

civilization. Germany was going southeast. She was going among

the Turks. She was developing a fertile country. As an American

I heartily approve the plan. She had more right there than had

England in Egypt. France in Morocco, or Russia in Persia. But

when she got as far as Koweit, bifif! she found herself blocked

again by a treaty which the local sheik had made with England.

Mind you, England was not trying to develop the country herself,

but only to keep the German railway oif the Persian Gulf. And

why? Because jf the line went through, England's India trade

through Suez would be opened to competition. That also would be

a good thing for us and for civilization. No single nation rightly

monopolizes the world trade routes. But England looks upon the

India trade as hers exclusively. And therefore Koweit is the key

to a true understanding of the causes of this war. In a sense Ger-

many is commercially the aggressor, but she has demanded no more

than her right, an equal chance with other powers. England, un-

willing and perhaps unable to compete commercially, is the military

aggressor. When the history of this century is written, England

will be found the real criminal now, just as she always has been in
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the past. It is only the truth that she has conspired with France

and Russia to shut Germany in on all sides ; and now that Germany

is driven to strike, they mean to crush her if they can. The recently

announced plan of the Allies for a trade-boycott after the war tells

the same story. That can only cause further trouble. To gain her

selfish aims England has gone to all lengths. She is the ally of

Russia and of japan, and traitor to her own race and to western

civilization. And in spite of all, she is failing. 1, for one, hope to

see her pay a very heavy penalty ; for there will never be an en-

lightened peace founded on justice until this historic, deceitful,

narrow British diplomacy, which sets other powers against each

other and gobbles small nations, has been taught such a severe les-

son as it can never forget.

Belgium! I confess the invasion of that unfortunate land does

not seem to me. when my mind looks upon it from all sides, nearly

so wicked a deed as the Anglomaniacs have shouted it into our

ears. In the first place it was an act of war, not a cause of war.

It w^as a military act after w^ar had been declared. The British

assertion, of which so much capital has been made in the United

States, that England entered the war to protect Belgium is mere

sham. England has never stood protector of small nations,—con-

sider Ireland, the Transvaal, Greece. And in proof positive that

Belgium was but a pretext and not England's casus belli we have the

secret treaty which Edward Grey in 1906 made with France, whereby

England pledged her aid to France in the event of a war in Europe.

In a deliberate policy aimed at Germany England supported France,

regardless of the merits of her causes, in 1904, in 1906, in 1911, and

finally in 1914. Ilave you ever asked yourself how it happened

that France got into the quarrel between Servia-Russia and Austria-

Germany? Would Germany prefer to fight Russia alone, or Russia

and France together? France was bound ally of Russia by her own
desire and treaty ! For a correct understanding of Belgium's case

it is necessary to consider her geography. She lies opposite the

English coast and between Germany and France, both of which

countries were exposed to attack through her territory. But notice

that an attack through Belgium into France would reach no vital

spot and be, therefore, only a blow in the face : whereas an attack

through Belgium into Germany would reach the Rhine provinces

and be. therefore, a blow at the very heart of her munition and

manufacturing center.

To fair reasoning it is clear that the invasion of Belgium was
a defensive measure. The German ambassador had asked Grey
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point blank whether England would remain neutral if Germany

kept out of Belgium, and Grey had refused to promise. He was tied

to France. The Germans captured in Brussels, and published, docu-

ments proving beyond a doubt that Belgium had not been honorably

neutral. Those docimients, the written minutes of a series of verbal

conversations between high Belgian military officials and an Eng-

lish military attache as far back as 1906, contain a plan for the

landing of an English army upon Belgian territory. I assert that

as Belgium's neutrality had been guaranteed by the powers, she

could not honorably enter into secret negotiations of a military

nature with one of them. She was not really neutral and the Ger-

mans knew it ; yet they offered, you recall, to pay an indemnity and

go through harmlessly. To be sure, Belgium was justified in re-

fusing and resisting, but she made herself the pawn in England's

game. In this whole matter of Belgium there has come only one

open and honest word from any statesman in Europe. The words

of Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg in the Reichstag deserve to

go down in history. He said:

"Here is the truth. We are in necessity, and necessity knows

no law. Our troops have occupied Luxemburg and have perhaps

already set foot upon Belgian territory. It is against the law of

nations. The French government has, it is true, declared at Brussels

that it would respect the neutrality of Belgium as long as the enemy

respected it. We knew, however, that France was ready for the

aggressive. France could wait ; we, no. A French attack upon

our flank in the lower Rhine might have been fatal to us. So we

have been forced to pass beyond the well-founded protests of

Luxemburg and Belgium. We shall recompense them for the wrong

we have done them as soon as our military end is attained. When
one is threatened as we are, and fights for that which is most sacred,

one can think of only one thing,—to attain the end, cost what it

may. I repeat the words of the Emperor. 'It is with a pure con-

science that Germany goes to war.'
"

Here is no subterfuge. Xor were the fears of the Chancellor

groundless. I have read the diplomatic correspondence of the Bel-

gian ministers of foreign affairs with his three charges d'affaires at

London, Berlin, Paris,—letters covering the politics of Europe from

1905 to 1914. These four Belgians, looking forward, dreading for

their country the deluge that finally came in 1914, substantially

agree that during those years Germany was very patient under

insult in an effort to keep the peace, while England was pulling the

wires and making her secret treaties with France, Russia, and Japan.
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Belgium ! We all feel sorry for her plight ; we all feel admiration

for her heroic stand ; but some of us are convinced that intrigue on

one side was provocation for assault on the other. If England

really desired to save her, she had the opportunity by guaranteeing

her own neutrality. There is no proof to the present day that Ger-

many intends to hold her permanently, or do more than insure her

own safety.

Freedom of the seas ! Since the time of Grotius a great ideal

!

The hope that the ocean outside the three-mile limit may become a

public road upon all parts of which the commerce of every nation

shall go with equal and entire safety. This when the world is at

peace. And in time of war only two limitations of the ideal, (1) the

belligerent's right of visit and search for contraband. (2) the

belligerent's right to blockade the enemy. In spite of our very silly

and partisan press, all who know history and have the capacity to

think see clearly that upon the seas at least this fight of Germany's

is our fight and the fight of all neutral nations.

When the war broke out, our duty as the leading neutral was
plainly to have asserted our full rights with equal vigor against both

parties. We haven't done it. What those rights were was a ques-

tion of international law and practice. And in judging the policies

of England and Germany in this matter we must take a big, broad

view and let the details go. The record from the beginning of the

sea-warfare and all the diplomatic exchanges relative thereto show
the main facts to be as follows

:

In 1909 the rules of sea-warfare, with definition of contraband,

of legal blockade, and of neutral rights, were assembled in writing

in the Declaration of London signed by Great Britain, France,

Russia, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Japan, Spain, Holland, Italy,

the United States. It is true that that Declaration was not ratified,

the House of Lords refusing on the ground that it limited England's

sea-powder ; nevertheless, though not technically law, it represented

the consensus of civilized opinion on right practices at sea. On
August 6, 1914. we asked both England and Germany whether they

would conduct the war by the Declaration of London. Germany
answered "Yes." England answered "Yes,—with numerous modi-
fications essential to our success." We thereupon notified Germanv
that the Declaration of London was abrogated and that we would
stand upon the rules of commonly recognized international law.

Almost at once the early British Orders-in-Council, without declaring

a legal blockade of German ports, did declare nearly every sort of

product.—foodstnft's, etc.—contraband, and British cruisers took up
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their station off New York and began to seize American cargoes.

On November 2, 1914, England declared the North Sea a war-area,

under pretext of mine-danger but really to cut off our commerce

with Scandinavia. At the end of December we sent to England

our first protest on seizure of our commerce, and were told that it

was necessary ; we said nothing about the "war-area." After wait-

ing three months Germany, on February j, 1915, declared a sub-

marine war-zone around England. She admitted it was illegal, but

justified it as retaliation for the starvation "blockade" which was,

indeed, equally illegal. The illegality of the British "blockade" is

a technical matter set forth in many notes of protest which England

has answered only by pleas of "necessity" and might. Technically

the "blockade" is illegal because it is not "eft'ective," is not "im-

partial to all neutrals," is not "limited to enemy ports," fails to dis-

tinguish between contraband and bona fide neutral goods, and for

other reasons. As a matter of fact it is easy to see that England

has deliberately cut off our trade with the Scandinavian countries

while her own exports to them have been increasing. The Amer-

ican note of October 21. 1915, shows that between Alarch 11 and

June 17 of that year 273 vessels carrying American cargoes were

haled into Kirkwall by the British. It is equally easy to see that

the true reason England does not draw a legal cordon of w^arships

around German ports is because she fears submarines. American

passengers would be no protection to a British war-ship, even in

the view of this Administration.

From the beginning Germany has been ready to abandon her

submarine war on commerce if England would make her "blockade"

legal. Even without this concession she has met our demands half

way by practically abandoning it; whereas our appeals to England

have met with no response. Our position in this triangular con-

troversy has been monstrously unjust. The illegal "blockade" started

first. The illegal U-boat warfare on merchantmen was an effective

reply. Our rights under law^ were both to ship munitions to the

Allies and to ship non-contraband goods to the Scandinavian coun-

tries or to Germany herself. But in an unneutral spirit we have

done the former without doing the latter ; and accomplishing nothing

against the "blockade" ourselves, we have compelled Germany to

abandon her own eft'ective weapon. What do you suppose a Ger-

man thinks of Mr. Wilson's "sacred humanity" when he knows his

brothers are shot daily by American shells sold for money? It is

idle to suppose the lives lost on the Lusitania were one bit more
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precious in the eyes of Deity than are those lives which would have

been sacrificed if her cargo of bullets had reached England.

Because the submarine is a new weapon not yet established in

sea-law, Germany's position has been difficult and not strictly legal

;

but it has. I assert, been always more liberal and more in accord

with common sense than has England's. Take the case of the

"armed merchantman." In the days when any war-ship was com-

paratively so heavy as to be safe from merchant guns, the rule re-

quiring a warning before capture or destruction of armed enemy

commerce was all right ; but to-day wdien the war-ship is a frail

submarine sinkable by a single shot, she cannot reasonably be com-

pelled to face hostile guns merely to warn. The old days of pirates

are gone. In the modern world the "armed merchantman" is an

anomaly, and in reason every armed ship is a war-ship. It is illegal

for a civilian to carry concealed weapons,—the same should be true

of a civilian ship. And recognition of such a rule would do away

with the present difficulties of practice, enabling a submarine to warn

with safety and then compelling her to do so. This solution of the

problem the United States actually proposed to all belligerents on

January 23. 1916. Germany accepted. England declined ! Sweden

recognized it when she w^arned her citizens not to travel on armed

belligerent ships. Such sanity is not law to-day because England

insists upon the peaceable "armed merchantman" (I wonder why?) ;

but the Germans are entirely right in their contention that such

ought to be the law. It may be noted in passing that under the old

rule, upheld by England, the Germans were legally justified (the

wisdom of it is another matter) in executing Captain Fryatt. For

his "armed merchantman" was not a war-ship, yet he attacked a

submarine. If his "armed merchantman" had been a recognized

war-ship, he would have been treated, if cai)tured, as an honorable

prisoner of war.

But all these technicalities do not conceal the luain issue of

world import: England claims to rule the sea. In 1861-65 w'hile we
were busy, she destroyed our merchant marine. In 1914 when we
proposed to buy the interned German merchant fleet, she protested ;

and we yielded, though we had a perfect right to make the deal.

And what of Panama ! Both the Clayton-Bulwer and the Hay-

Pauncefote treaties were ratified on the basis that the proposed canal

across the Isthmus was to go through territory of a third nation,

owned neither by England nor by us. \\nien we subsequently bought

the canal-zone and built and paid for the Canal alone, the basis on

which these treaties rested was ended, and the treaties fell. Yet
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when we came to establish rates, England stepped in with a protest

;

which Mr. Wilson and Mr. Elihu Root allowed, thus practically

taking the Canal back under the old conditions. It was an absurd

act, for it gives England a lien for future diplomatic meddling,

though she has geographically no more right there than if the Canal

went from Philadelphia to San Francisco. And the Panama Canal

was the only waterway in the world free from English domination

!

England has gone too far. This war shows her up. Her black-

lists, her trade-boycott, her stealing of our mails, her seizure of our

ships,—are hurting her cause. There is a change of sentiment since

the beginning. For as the real issue beneath the surface becomes

more apparent, people begin to see that Germany's cause is ours.

The true significance of the Deutschland's trip was to point, as no

mere words could ever do, the common cause of Germany and this

country against English abuse of sea-power.

In conclusion a few deeper and more positive words. What

I have said hitherto is the negative side of the argument. The real

reason I am for Germany in this struggle is because I think the

Germans, a great people, have a message for us that is spiritual.

They have begun their growth at home ; but they show a deep, true

culture of moral earnestness, capacity for enlightenment, and fear-

less searching for truth, such as will take the world onward. In

this war the Germans are the only people who have been permitted

to read the adverse reports of foreign newspapers as well as their

own. Look at their universities and their sustained and arduous

scholarship. The British empire is founded on wealth exploited

from other peoples : the German culture is founded on ideals. What

English scholar to-day is attracting the attention accorded to Ru-

dolph Eucken? We may scoff at the claim which Germans make

seriously of being the most advanced people vitally, but let us con-

sider their remarkable social progress and their great leadership

of thought, and not smile too lightly. By English lies, sold un-

fortunately to the American press, the German people have been

slandered and vilified ; but the most striking spiritual fact of the

war has been the courageous unity of will in the German people

behind their ring of defenses. They are contending against enor-

mous odds,—which we, to our shame, have helped to heap up,—but

they cannot be broken.

During our Civil W^ar, while English privateers were wrecking

our commerce and English statesmen were hoping to see this nation

permanently split. 50,000 Germans were fighting to a man on the

side of freedom. ( )f what use a national history if we forget in our
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crises? Looking upon our present unfair and short-sighted national

folly, one can only hope that we have not lost a good friend among
the nations in exchange for a selfish. Jai)an-afifiliated foe. When
the choice is between money on the one side, and justice and truth

on the other, I still choose justice and truth. To-dav thev are with

Germany.

FRO.M ZA.MBOAXGA TO SIXGAPORE.
BY A. M. REESE.

WHEX the Xorddeutscher Lloyd steamer "Sandakan" left the

dock at Zamboanga she had in the first cabin only three i)as-

sengers, a Rttssian of uncertain occupation, a young lietitenant of

the Philippine constabulary, and myself. We had, therefore, the

THE WATER ERONT AT SANDAKAN.

pick of the deck staterooms, which is worth while when traxeling

within ten degrees of the equator in mid-summer.

Zamboanga is the chief city of the island of Minrlanao and is
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the capital of the turbulent More province, which includes the well-

known island of Sulu with its once-famous sultan.

After a night's run we tied up at the dock of Jolo,- the chief

town of the island of Sulu. Here my two companions left the ship,

so that until we reached the next port, Sandakan, I was the only

cabin passenger, and when the ship's officers were prevented by

their duties from appearing at the table I had the undivided atten-

tion of the chief steward, two cooks, and three waiters. This line

of vessels being primarily for freight the "Sandakan" has accommo-

SANDAKAN FROM THE HILL.
. The "Sandakan" at the Dock.

dations for less than twenty first-cabin passengers, and it probably

seldom has anything like a full list on this out-of-the-way run from

"Zambo" to Singapore. So far as its accommodations go, however,

they are excellent, and a pleasanter trip of a week or ten days would

be hard to find, in spite of the tropical heat.

While the first cabin list was so small, the third class accom-

modations seemed taxed to their utmost, and the conglomeration of

orientals was an unending source of amusement. They slept all over

their deck and appeared happy and comfortable in spite of the fact

that they seemed never to remove their clothes nor to bathe ; it is
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probable that to most of them ten days without siicli hixuries was

not a noticeable deprivation.

Leaving Jolo, a picturesque walled city with a reputation for

dangerous Moros (one is not supposed to go outside the walls with-

out an armed guard, and many men carry a "45" at their hip at all

times), we sailed southwest through the countless islands of the

Sulu Archipelago, and after a run of about twenty hours passed

the high red clilT at the entrance to the harbor of Sandakan, the

capital of British North Borneo, and were soon alongside the dock.

Sandakan is a rather pretty little town of two or three thousand

BUNGALOW ON THE HILL, SANDAKAN.

inhabitants, including about fifty white people. It extends along

the shore for about a mile and in the center has the athletic or

recreation field, that is found in all these little towns, as well as

the post office and other government buildings. In this central part

of the town are also the Chinese stores, usually dirty, ill-smelling

and unattractive ; but there are no others. In all this region the

Chinese seem lo ha\e a complete monopoly of the commercial busi-

ness.

A hundred yards or more from the shore the hills rise steeply

from sea-level to a few hundred feet, and over these hills are scat-
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tered the attractive bungalows of the white residents. There is also

here a handsome stone church, overlooking the bay, with a school

for native boys in connection with it. The hills farther from the

town are heavily wooded, and the timber is being sawed at mills

along the shore road. Oji the streets are seen men of several

nationalities, Chinese, Malays, Moros, East Indians, and occasionally

a Caucasian in his customary white suit and pith helmet ; but of

all these the most dignified and stately is the Indian policeman. He
is tall and slender, with frequently a hue black beard ; his head is

covered with the usual white turban, set oft" with a touch of red.

CHINESE WOMEN CARRYING LOG, SANDAKAN.

His gray spiral puttees generally do not quite reach the bottom of his

khaki trousers, thus leaving his knees bare. Hanging from his belt

is his club, similar to those carried by American policemen, and

jangling in one hand is usually a pair of steel handcuffs. In passing

white men he often raises his hand in a formal military salute

that would be worthy of a major general. Altogether he is a most

impressive personage and, with such examples constantly before

them, it would seem incredible that the citizens should ever cause

a disturbance. An interesting contrast was seen in a group of men,

sitting idlv in the shade and watching eight little Chinese women
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CHINO CARRIER, SANDAKAN.

RACE-COURSE AT KUDAT.
Movie tent in the left backsronnd.
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stagger by with a huge tree trunk that would seem too heavy for an

equal number of strong men to carry: but this is "East of Suez,

where the best is like the worst," whatever Kipling meant by that.

At Sandakan the first cabin passenger list was increased 100

per cent by the advent of a young Danish rubber man—not a man
made of young Danish rubber, but a young Dane from Singapore

who had been inspecting rubber plantations, of which there are many
on Borneo.

Leaving the capital city at sunset we arrived at Kudat, our next

stopping place, early the next morning. With a very similar loca-
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dreds of miles from anyzvlicrc. In the same way it is impossible to

escape the voice of the phonograph. On several occasions I have

heard them in tiny nipa shacks in small Philippine villages, and in

a Moro shack in Kudat, built on poles above the water, I heard

the sound of what seemed a very good phonograph of some sort.

In the northeast corner of Borneo is its highest mountain, Kini

or Kina Balu, the Chinese Widow, supposedly so named because

of the fancied resemblance of its jagged top to the upturned face

of a woman. It is really a very impressive peak and, being seen

from the sea, it looks its full height of nearly fourteen thousand

HOSPITAL ON THE HILL, KUDAT.

feet ; being exactly under the sixth parallel it is, of course, too close

to the equator to be snow-capped. Its position near the coast enabled

us to enjoy it as we approached the island from the northeast and

as we passed around and down the west coast, so that it was visible

for nearly three days. Other mountain peaks of five or six thou-

sand feet are visible along the west coast but they appear insignifi-

cant in comparison with old Kini Balu.

Leaving Kudat in the evening we arrived at Jesselton the fol-

lowing morning. This is a town of about the same size and char-

acter of location as Kudat, but as the northern terminus of the only
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railroad on the island it seems much more of a metropolis. It has

a clock-tower, too, the pride of every Jesseltonian heart, located

in plain view of the railroad station so that there is no excuse for the

trains leaving Jesselton more than two or three hours late. There

is here again the recreation field and market house, and, of course,

the usual Chinese stores and Indian policemen ; besides this it is the

home town of the Governor (an Englishman, of course) of British

North Borneo. B)Ut the railroad is the chief feature of Jesselton.

To be sure it is only a narrow gauge, but it carries people, if they

CLUB HOUSE AT JESSELTON.

are not in too big a hurry, and freight. The engines are of English

type but the cars are—original, surely. There are first and third

class passenger coaches, no second class, to say nothing of a baggage

"van." The third class cars have simply a rough wooden bench

along each side and seat about twenty people. The first class cars

are of two types: the first is like the third class with the addition

of cushions to the seats and curtains to the windows ; the second

kind is a sort of Pullman car ; it is of the same size, but instead of

the benches it has about ]:alf a dozen wicker chairs that may be

moved about at will.

Having a few hours to spare I decided to take a ride into the
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oountr\'. 1 had already clinil)cd one of llic hills where 1 could gel

a view inland to Kini lialu, over miles of jungle where no white

man has ever heen. I'.ut I wanted to see a little of this country,

from the car-window at least. So I entered the station and inter-

viewed the station master, a portly offtcial of great dignity. I le told

me, in fair English, that the train on the "main line" had left for

that day hut that 1 could take a "local" out into the country for

about three miles. This was better than nothing, so 1 climbed (and

climb is the proper word) aboard the tirst class car of the local that

was soon to start. 1 was the only lirst-class })assenger and T felt

PASSENGER TRAIN ON THE R. N. B. S. R. R. AT JESSELTON.

like a railroad president in his pri\ate car. Soon after starting

the conductor entered. He was a tall and, of course, dignified

East Indian in turban and khaki uniform. He had the punch with-

out which no conductor would be complete, and. suspended from a

straj) over his shoulder, was a huge can\as bag, like a mail bag,

the purpose of wdiich puzzled me. The fare, he told me, was
fifteen cents to the end of the line: on giving him a twenty-cent

piece I found the purpose of the canvas bag ; it was his money bag,

and he carefully fished from its depths my five cents change. The
Borneo pennies are about as big as cart wheels so this bag was not
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SO out of proportion as it might seem. In exchange for my fare

he gave me a ticket marked "fifteen cents," which he gravely

punched. I did not know what the ticket was for as I thought there

would hardly be a change of conductors in a run of three miles,

but I kept it and in about five minutes the dignified conductor

returned and gravely took up the ticket again ; this impressive per-

formance was repeated on the return trip.

After leaving the crowded (?) streets of the city our speed

rapidly increased until we were traveling at a rate of not less than

ten miles an hour, which was fast enough considering there were

L I

BORNEAN BOAT AT JESSELTON.

no airbrakes on the train of three cars, and we had to be ready to

stop at any moment when somebody might want to get on or off.

Doubtless the "flyers" on the main line of the British North Borneo

State Railroad run at even greater speeds than this. The dignity

of the officials of this miniature railroad was most interesting, and

was almost equal to that of a negro porter on the Empire State

Express.

Leaving this railroad center early the next morning we arrived,

before dark, at our last stop in Borneo, Labuan. We had added

50 per cent to our cabin passenger list at Jesselton by taking aboard

a young English engineer from South Africa.
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MAIN STREET AT LABUAN.

POST OFFICE AND RECREATION GROUND AT LABUAN.
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Tlie Island of Labuaii upon which the town of the same name

is situated Hes just off the northwest coast of Borneo. It came

under the protectorate of Great Britain in 1846 and, though small,

has a more up-to-date appearance than any of the other towns

visited. The stores are mainly of concrete with red tile or red-

painted corrugated iron roofs, which, among the tall coconut palms,

are very attractive in appearance. There is one main street, parallel

to the beach line, that is extended as a modern, oiled road for some

miles into the country. Along this road are the very attractive

CHINESE TEMPLE AT LABUAN.

official buildings, each with its sign in front ; also the recreation

tield and the residences of the few white inhabitants. All of the

streets are clean and have deep cement gutters on the sides that

lead to the sea or to the various lagoons that extend through the

town. Water pipes also extend along the streets with openings at

convenient intervals. Extensive coal mines are located near the

town, but for some reason they were not profitable and the cars

and docks for handling coal are now nearly all idle. On one of the

lagoons is a rather artistic Chinese temple of concrete, well built

and in good repair.

On the main street is a school, and, seeing a crowd of natives
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at the door, I joined the throng to see what' was going on inside.

It proved to be. the singing honr. and about fifty httle Chinese boys,

from six to ten years of age, all in neat khaki imiforms, were sing-

ing at the tops of their voices, led by a very active Chinese man.

The little fellows seemed to enjoy the singing thoroughly, and, after

hearing several songs, all in Chinese, of course, to strange and un-

usual tunes, I was surprised to recognize one of the tunes—it was

"John Brown's body lies amoulding in the grave"—though what the

words were 1 was unable to tell since, like the other songs, they were

in Chinese.

At Labuan the last of our cabin j)assengers came aboard, two

Englishmen, one a mining engineer, the other a government man.

Since no more stops were to be made in Borneo, the Sandakan

headed in a southwest direction straight for Singapore, and in

exactly three days we entered that bus}- harbor and drop})cd anchor

among the more than two dozen other ocean liners from all ])arts

of the w^orld.

Singapore is one of the busiest seaports in the world and the

hundreds of vessels of all sizes and types against the background

of handsome white and cream-colored buildings make a very inter-

esting and impressive sight.

Thus ended a most interesting voyage of nine days, through a

region seldom visited by any but a few Englishmen who are inter-

ested in some way in the development of that, as yet, little developed

part of the world. Although it is a tri]) that is easily arranged by

visitors to the Philippines it is one that is seldom taken bv the

tourist.

GERMAN CONTRLBUTIONS TO OUR NATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT.

V,y ALBERT OEIIRING.

THE Cnited States is often spoken of as an Anglo-Saxon coun-

try. Nothing could be further from the truth. According to

the last census, there are thirty-two million people of foreign birth

or parentage li\-ing in the country. Of these only ten million come
from Great Britain, leaving twenty-two million from non-English

countries. Now twenty-two million represent 24 per cent of the

total population, and 27 per cent of the total white population.
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However, this does not take account of the vast number of

so-called native Americans who are not of Anglo-Saxon descent.

The people of German origin alone, including those who were born

in Germany, have been estimated at twenty millions. Adding all

those whose ancestors hailed from other non-English countries, we
obtain a considerable fraction of the population. Again, all the

so-called English are by no means Anglo-Saxon. Even if we in-

clude the Scotch and Welsh, who are less easy to distinguish, there

is the very considerable body of Irish, numbering many millions,

who can hardly be classed as Anglo-Saxons.

If we make all these deductions, we shall find that the Anglo-

Saxon element constitutes considerably less than half of the popu-

lation. And even with the Irish included, it is doubtful whether it

reaches the 50 per cent mark.

Now, when we come to consider the work done by our people,

their contributions toward general civilization, we shall again be

obliged to recognize that it is highly inaccurate to speak of the

United States as an Anglo-Saxon domain.

We have made two important contributions to the work of the

world. The first is our fight for freedom, involving the Declaration

of Independence and the Constitution of the United States. The
second is our marvelous development along technical and industrial

lines.

In regard to the first, Anglo-Saxon influence naturally prevailed,

preponderant as this element of the population was at the time in

question. Nevertheless, non-British contributions were consider-

able, not only in a relative but even in an absolute sense. In Jacob

Leisler the Germans contributed a forerunner of the Revolution.

In Peter Zenger they gained the liberty of the press. John Jay was

of French and Dutch descent, Alexander Hamilton partly of French.

Michael Hillegas, our first treasurer, has been claimed by the French

and the Germans, Frederick A. Miihlenberg, the first Speaker, was

indubitably German. Albert Gallatin, finally, was born in Switzer-

land.

But if the non-British elements were important in the realm of

statesmanship, the part played by them on the field of battle assumes

vital dimensions. To begin with the foreign volunteers, Lafayette

was a Frenchman, Kosciusko and Pulaski were Poles, De Kalb

and Steuben Germans. The services of Steuben, especially, in drill-

ing the Continental Army and substituting order for chaos, can

hardly be overestimated, and must be counted among the most prom-

inent factors in winning the war. Among native-born leaders, Mont-
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gomery and Marion had French blood in their veins, Schuyler was

of Dutch descent, Miihlenberg and Herkimer were German. The

battle of Oriskany, won by the latter with his German troops, was

a turning point of the war, and can almost be regarded as a suffi-

cient contribution by itself of this element, without counting the

splendid services of Miihlenberg, De Kalb, and Steuben. Schott

and Weedon were further Teuton leaders, Ludwig was the baker

of the army, Lutterloh occupied the position of quartermaster-

general, while Washington's body guard consisted mainly of Ger-

mans. Though without special military value, the heroic behavior

of Molly Pitcher (Marie Ludwig) on the field of Monmouth may

be regarded as symptomatic of the spirit animating the German

women during the Revolution.

There is no doubt, indeed, that without the help of non-British

leaders, augmented as it was by thousands of men, the English could

never have been beaten.

Even greater, however, was the importance of non-British

people with reference to the second contribution. The Teutonic

element especially—comprising individuals of Dutch and German

descent—did much of the work involved in our technical and indus-

trial development.

Few persons probably realize that the individuals or families

who were most prominent financially since the beginning of the

nineteenth century were invariably of non-British, and generally

of Teutonic birth or origin.

During the early part of the century Stephen Girard, it is said,

was the wealthiest man in the country. Later this distinction was

enjoyed by members of the Astor family. After them came the

X'anderbilts, who were in turn succeeded by Rockefeller.

Stephen Girard was a native of France, the original Astor

emigrated from Germany, the Vanderbilts were of Dutch descent,

while Rockefeller again is of German ancestry.

Girard was not only a business man of unusual shrewdness, but

also deserves the distinction of being one of the first of our great

philanthropists. His establishment of Girard College is a lasting

monument to his memory. It is not unique, however, among the

educational benefactions of his race, for Yassar and Bowdoin Col-

leges were also founded or heavily endowed by men of French

descent. The Drexel Listitute, on the other hand, as well as the

Case School of Applied Sciences, Yanderbilt University, and the

Lniversitv of Chicago, are a few of the institutions which owe their
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inception or support in great measure to individuals of Teutonic

extraction.

After Girard came the Astors. John Jacob, the founder of the

family, fortune, was a man of remarkable ability. Arriving here a

poor youth, he worked his way up until he became the richest man
in the country. His establishment of the trading station at Astoria,

Oregon, has been styled "the grandest commercial enterprise under-

taken by an American" ; furthermore he was the first American

whose boats regularly encircled the globe. His son, William B.

Astor, handled the wealth entrusted to him by his father with such

care that when he died in 1875 his fortune was estimated at two

hundred million dollars.

The ascendancy of the \ anderbilts will be remembered by

many readers. They were })rominent especially in railroad activ-

ities, and the system of lines controlled by them was pronounced

"the most magnificent in the world." Rockefeller, finally, has earned

the coveted distinction of being the wealthiest man alive. He is

the head of the Standard Oil Company, an organization so powerful

and well known that it is unnecessary to dilate upon it.

So it turns out that our most prominent line of activity, once

we were fairly launched on a national career, was presided over

in the main by men of Teutonic extraction. lUit the leadership by

no means hinges only on the three men cited.

We sometimes hear it said that the Germans have only gained

prominence in the brewing industry. And true enough, this is a

branch of business that is almost entirely in their hands,—Busch,

Pabst, and Schlitz being among those who have built up especially

large plants. But the statement is highly inaccurate. To be sure,

we can hardly expect a class of people representing less than one-

fourth of the population to control many industries. Yet there are

some lines of endeavor in which they have in fact exercised such

control, and many in which foremost representatives have been

German.

The subject is so vast, of course, that we can only touch upon

it in the most cursory manner.

To begin with, the sugar industry is one which was long directed

by Germans. Havemeyer controlled the eastern part of the business,

Spreckels was supreme in the west. Piano making, too,' has been

carried on largely by the same race. The Steinway instrument has

generally been regarded as the best in the country, if not, indeed,

in the world ; and other makes which are presumably German are
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the Knabe. \\'eber. Sohmer. Steck. Kranich and Bach, Mehlin,

Decker, and Krakauer.^

^^'everhauser was known as the lumber-king, a title which was

surely deserved in view of the immensity of his holdings. The

Cramps have been unrivalled as shipbuilders, the Herreshoffs as

constructors of yachts. German names are prominently identified

with the Akron rubber industries. Heinz's position in the canning

industrv is well established, as is that of the Roebling's Sons in the

manufacture of wire rope.

W'estinghouse was of German descent, ditto X'illard, so prom-

inentlv connected with the Northern Pacific Railway. Heintze, head

of the United Copper Co., belongs to the same race, and the list is

swelled by W'anamaker, originator of the big dei)artment store.

and Siegel, follower in his footsteps. Eckert was intimately con-

nected with the growth of telegra]:)hy, and was president of tlie

Western Union Telegraph Company. Prang was foremost as a

lithographer. Brill as a builder of street cars. Boldt has been styled

the hotel-king of the country. In the packing business we must

mention Nelson IMorris, likewise Schwarzschild and Sulzberger

:

among bankers we may include Belmont, Drexel, and Schifi:'. The

Leiters are of Dutch ancestry, as are the Flaglers and Yerkes's ;

the Du Fonts and Tiilanys are of French descent. We are not

sure whether Diebold, eminent builder of safes, is German, but there

is no doubt about Studebaker, foremost manufacturer of wagons,

and Ellwanger, leader among nursery men. Guggenheim must not

be omitted, likewise Schumacher, prominently identified with the

cereal industry. Frick is the foremost producer of coke, Schwab
second only to Carnegie in the steel business. Miller known as the

cattle-king of the country. Faber, Baer, Altman, Funk, Kieckhefer,

Hershey, Foerderer, Schirmer, Grasselli, and Niedringhaus are a

few others of whom it is either known that they are of German
descent, or who are again included on ''suspicion. "-

When we come to technical achievements, the story is prac-

^ The racial affiliation of almost all the individuals mentioned in this article

has been verified. As regards the foremost individuals this is true without ex-
ception. But in the case of a few others, information on this point was difficult

to obtain, whence they have merely been included by reason of the Teutonic
sound of their names. In most cases this is a fairly reliable index of race, but
of course it is not infallible. Consequently there may be a few individuals
who are classed as Germans but who are not actually German. Such cases,
however, cannot be numerous. Besides, the text is usually so worded as to
show where they would be liable to occur.

- We have made no attempt to enumerate the prominent men of Irish, still

less of Scotch ancestry. It goes without saying that they, too, have been
responsible for much of our progress.

While many of the individuals who have been mentioned were of unmixed
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tically the same. Edison, our great inventor, is Dutch on the pater-

nal side. Mergenthaler, creator of the ingenious Hnotype machine,

was born in the Fatherland, and the same is true of Steinmetz,

brilliant mathematician in the electrical field, and Roebling, famous

builder of suspension bridges. Roebling's crowning achievement,

the Brooklyn Bridge, was one of the most brilliant feats of en-

gineering ever accomplished on this side of the ocean. Hassler was

the pioneer in the work of the United States Coast Survey, Wagner
the originator of the sleeping car as well as its mate, the palace car.

Westinghouse must again be mentioned, for he was an inventor as

well as a man of business. And the construction of the Panama
Canal, considered by some the greatest engineering feat of all times,

was achieved by Col. Goethals, a master engineer of Dutch descent.

Among other technical geniuses who, while they were not German,

at least did not belong to the Anglo-Saxon race, were Ericsson, the

Swede, and Tesla, the Serbian. And the Lick and Yerkes telescopes

were made possible by men who were of German and Dutch an-

cestry respectively.

One of the most important events of the nineteenth century,

from a material point of view, was the discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia, in 1848. Now, it is no great merit to pick up a nugget of

gold, or test it for genuineness. But credit belongs to the men wlio

were there to pick it up and test it,—who braved danger and death

in settling the wilds where the valuable metal was found. And
thus we must do homage to James Marshall, who actually found the

first gold, but even more to the German Sutter, who settled the land

where it was found. To him, more than any other, credit is due

for a discovery which not only added tremendously to our national

wealth, but was of immense influence in the development of the

whole western half of the continent.

Take away all these men and their achievements,—Edison,

Mergenthaler, Westinghouse, Roebling, Goethals, Steinmetz, Erics-

son, Tesla, Sutter, Astor, Vanderbilt, Rockefeller, Villard, Stein-

way, and the others,—and the United States would not be what it

is. If we are great, if our technical and industrial development

excites the envy and admiration of the world,—this is by no means

due exclusively to the Anglo-Saxon elements of our population,

German descent, this is not true of all. In some cases, indeed, there was
probably more extraneous blood than Teutonic. Credit for the work per-

formed by these people is not claimed entirely for the Germans, but only in

proportionate share. The same is true of all later names representing mixed
ancestry.
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but may be traced in great part to non-Englisb, and especially to

Teutonic, sources.

And there are other fields in which the Teutons have been

equally influential. Notably the field of art. If we wish to challenge

the statement that the Germans have only shown activity in the

manufacture of beer, we need but refer to the art of music, a domain

in which they are the controlling factor.

I.German music teachers and performers are to be found all

over the country. Hardly a big city but numbers several

among its best musicians.

2. The foremost conductors have been 'German. Witness Berg-

mann, Thomas, Damrosch, Gericke, Seidl, Paur, Muck, Van

der Stucken, and others.

3. A majority of the performers in the big symphony orchestras

are German. Those who are not Teutonic are apt to be

Slavic or French. Few are Anglo-Saxon.

4. Many of the foremost operatic managers have been German

or Austrian. \\^itness Grau, Conried, Hammerstein, and

Dippel. Others were Italian.

5. The pianos which have long been regarded as the best are

the Steinway. Many other fine makes have German names.

6. Among publishers who are presumably German are Schirmer,

Schmidt, and Schuberth.

7. Among critics and writers with German names we find

Ritter, Krehbiel, and Finck.

8. Germans are prominently connected with the musical maga-

zines.

9. One of the most important musical inventions, the gramo-

phone, was made by the German Berliner.

10. The most typically American compositions of late decades

—

the Sousa marches—were written by a man who is German

on his mother's side.

11. Many of the big music dealers throughout the country are

German.

12. Finally, most of the prominent Anglo-Saxon musicians have

gained their musical education in Germany.

But in the other arts, as well, the Germans have been active.

Our most celebrated picture, "Washington Crossing the Delaware,"

was executed by a man with the Teutonic name of Leutze. Our
finest buildings, the Capitol and the Congressional Library, were

designed by architects of the same race. T. U. \\'alter was the man
who gave the Capitol its present imposing appearance, Pelz and
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Schmitmeyer were responsible for the Library. Nast, born in the

Fatherland, was our greatest cartoonist ; Karl Bitter, a native of

Vienna, the artist who had charge of the sculptural work at the

Buffalo and St. Louis expositions.

The same story is again told by the stage. Here, too, foreign

influence has been marked, though it was not always German in-

fluence. To begin with the managers, we might add the names of

Frohman, Erlanger, and Schubert to those already mentioned. As
for actors, many of the most famous were either born in non-English

countries or had ancestors of whom this was true. Edwin Forrest,

our great tragedian, was German on the maternal side. Likewise

Mary Anderson, so favorably remembered by the theater-going

public. Richard Mansfield hailed from Berlin, David Warfield is a

Hebrew, Leo Dietrichstein a native of Hungary. Among women
Modjeska was born in Galicia, Janauschek in Bohemia, Nazimova

in Russia. A great number of our really superior plays, further-

more, have for decades been adapted from the French and German.

So that we can safely assert that what has been good on the American

stage was contributed in great part from non-English sources, while

the vulgar and trivial was more largely Anglo-Saxon.

It would lead us too far to survey every branch of endeavor

and show what has been contributed by non-English individuals.

In the realm of science and thought we should have to mention

Lieber, publicist and compiler of the Encyclopcvdia Americana,

Agassiz the naturalist, and Miinsterberg the psychologist. Among
publishers there would be Pulitzer, Ochs, Kohlsaat, and Villard.

Puck, for many years our foremost humorous paper, was founded

by Keppler and Schwarzmann. Many prominent physicians have

been Germans, and the same is true of educators and philanthropists.

Lewis Miller, with Bishop Vincent promoter of the famous Chau-

tauqua Assembly, belonged to this race, likewise Henry Bergh, foun-

der of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

It remains to indicate in a few words what non-English, and

especially German, influences have done in a collective way. It is

known that the advanced work of our more prominent colleges has

been patterned largely after German universities. More important,

however, is the fact that so many of the foremost professors at these

colleges have studied in Germany. Thus German learning is invad-

ing our country, even though we are not aware of it. The cheerful

Christmas tree was introduced by Germans. Physical culture was

furthered l)y them, music cultivated, and heavy drinking counter-

acted through the introduction of mild beverages.
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If Americans no longer swear quite so much, if they are be-

ginning to moderate their nasal tones, if tobacco-chewing and spit-

ting are on the wane, if the feet are being brought down from the

table to the floor—where they belong—this is probably due in great

measure to foreign, and more specifically to German example.

And in more fundamental ways, too, the same influence is felt.

Germans have helped to moderate the dread austerity of the old

Puritan Sunday, have opened the museums to the people, led them

into the parks, and encouraged them in the enjoyment of innocent

games. In general, they have contributed immensely toward the

sweetening and brightening of life. The county fair is due to them,

likewise the establishment of roof gardens. And though much still

remains to be done, they are probably beginning to counteract the

prevailing industrial disregard of human life, the careless, slipshod

way of doing things, the hurry and superficiality and vulgarity, and

imparting to the national character some of their proverbial thor-

oughness, honesty, and depth of sentiment.

So numerous and important, indeed, have been the contributions

of non-English, and especially of Teutonic, races, that it is ludicrous

to speak of the United States as an Anglo-Saxon country. As has

been well said, Europe and not England is the mother of this coun-

try. But as Germany is a vital part of Europe, so German influence

has had a vital share in shaping the destinies of our land.

ANGLO-SAXON AND TEUTON.
RY THE EDITOR.

'^r^HERE is much talk at present about the two great Anglo-Saxon
1 nations, by which are meant England and the United States,

l)ut the use of the term "Saxon" is here too narrow. The Saxons
in the Middle Ages were the people of northern Germany along

the Rhine uj) to the Elbe. The Angles belonged to the same group

which have been characterized as Eastphalians, Westphalians and

Engres, or "inner ones" living between the eastern and western

"blond-heads," for that is the name of people that are faal, or "pale-

haired" as the corresponding English term would be. The Flemish,

the Dutch, the Hanoverians and their neighbors belong to this same
group. Some of these people left for Britain in historical times,

about the year 449. Their symbol was the horse which is still used

for the coat of arms of Hanover and Brunswick on the continent.
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and the mythical leaders of the Anglo-Saxons bore the significant

names Hengist and Horsa.

The emigration of the Anglo-Saxons to England is the most

recent establishment of a conquering people in its independence,

and it happened that by two historical movements the original lan-

guage became changed both in England and on the continent. In

England the Norman conquest proved ruinous to the Saxon civili-

sation and established a period of barbarism from which the Saxon

language gradually developed as English. On the continent the

language changed from Low German to High German through the

Reformation, because Luther translated the Rible into a literary

dialect which was used as the common means of German inter-

state communication. The different courts of Saxony, Franconia,

Thuringia, etc., used a dialect of High German character in which

Luther wrote, although his own mother tongue was the Saxon

of Mansfeld and Eisenach. The change from Low German or

Saxon into High German was as radical as the change in Britain

from Anglo-Saxon into English, and if these two changes had not

taken place it is probable that the present language of the English

might differ no more from the language of the North Germans

than the language of Flanders from that of Holland. At any rate

we notice that the missionaries whom Pope Gregory sent from

England to Germany under Winfred (Boniface) did not encounter

any difficulty in speech, and it seems that Winfred spoke his own
language when preaching to the Saxons on the continent.

These are ethnic facts and they are not lessened by intermar-

riage and immigration from either side. German immigrants in

England are frequent ; even among the most prominent diplomats

we find German names and we must remember that such typical

Germans as Kant are of Scotch descent. Among the officers of

Wallenstein there was one by the name of Butler, among Frederick

the Great's another by the name of Keith, and everybody knows

Mackensen of the modern army. We may also add that Moltke's

wife, Marie Burt, was of English descent.

There are no two races on earth so similar as the English and

the North Germans. They are even more near in blood than North

Germans and South Germans. But nowadays we speak of the

Anglo-Saxons and the Teutons as if they were wholly different

races while they are not, and even the influx of Norman blood into

the Anglo-Saxon inhabitants of Britain has not made much change

because the Normans themselves were a Germanic race, not far

removed from either the Teuton or the Saxon, or even from the
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South Gernian, the Swabian. The contrast is more a contrast of

language and education than of race, and the present conflict is the

more unreasonable since it is as much a fight between brothers as

was the war between Sparta and Athens which ruined Greece. The
present war has been repeatedly compared with the Peloponnesian

war and the warning has been issued again and again that the result

may be the same, the ruin of both nations, leaving the world neither

to Saxon nor Teuton but to the growing Slav who would be the happy

heir to their civilization. Russia is only waiting her time to pounce

on India and to reach from Constantinople to the Suez Canal.

In case the Anglo-Saxon should win there is little chance left

that he will survive the results of the war. That he would be able

to use Germany afterwards against Russia is not likely, and all we
can say concerning the present war is that the English Cabinet who
made it committed the greatest historical blunder in modern times.

THE STRIFE BETWEEN NATIONS, AND ITS
MORALITY.
BY S. HONAGA.

IT is a fact that war may have a beneficent effect in purifying

society and evolving human culture. Accordingly it has been

said: "Alles entsteht diirch den Streit" (All things spring from

strife), and "Der Kricg ist der Vater aller Dinge" (War is the

father of all things). But that beneficent effects may follow from

war is no reason for assigning war as the only factor capable of

developing civilization, or for considering that war must neces-

sarily be encouraged, or for believing it altogether impossible to do

away with war. War is not a mechanical work of men acting

under the will of some non-human being, but really occurs only

from the human will to fight ; and where men decide not to fight,

no war can be provoked. In the next place, if we consider war as

indiscriminate fighting it is devoid of morality, for the most im-

portant ideal element of war, a lofty motive, is lacking; and in

present-day warfare the absence of such an ideal always involves

ultimate failure. Now it is a great defect in the ideal of national

morality wholly to neglect to see what root-relation its own morality

has with the morality of other nations. Just as the morality of a

nation, though not altogether the same as individual morality, is

never independent of it, so international morality (as regulating
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relations with foreigners) should not be confounded with national

morality per sc, although never to be dissevered from it. Thus as

national morality is connected with that of the individual on the

one hand, so it is also connected with international morality on the

other; and all three- stand on the common grounds of moral prin-

ciple, though in detail they are not quite the same. It follows,

therefore, that a national egoism which ignores other nations, which

adopts such principles as : "The state is self-sufficient" ; "The main-

tenance and development of its own power and well-being is the

supreme principle of politics" ; "The state can only have regard to

the interest of any other state so far as this can be identified with

its own interest"—can never succeed in making a state truly ht

for its place in the world. Doubtless it is highly important for any

nation to consider how social evolution may best be secured, but

attention has often been very one-sided in considering this matter.

Two definite lines of evolution must be recognized : ( 1 ) evolution

in the world of biological phenomena, which arises from conflicts

of the strong preying on the weak; and (2) on the other hand,

spiritual evolution, which springs from the factors of self-sacrifice

and mutual aid. Rivalries and conflicts are equally important in

both cases, but in one the struggle is for goodness and beauty in the

battle of social life. This higher ideal element plays a most im-

portant part in present-day contests between civilized peoples ; and

the principle of physical force, the indiscriminating affirmation that

"might is right," must be altogether rejected. What we thus learn

from a broad consideration of the evolutionary process is quite in

accord with the oriental doctrine of self-sacrifice, which has devel-

oped from the idea of the microcosm as opposed to the macrocosm,

or from the conception of "man as being a child of heaven." With

such sanctions, then, the doctrine of "love to God and love to man"

should be regarded as the principle upon which international peace

must be based. In other words, among the most important prin-

ciples which any state should remember in its international relations

are the following:

1. Physical strength and intellect are not the only essentials

for progressive human life, but also beauty and goodness.

2. Consequently the new ideal of international peace should be

constructed not only on political and economic, but also on spiritual,

that is moral and religious, foundations ; and this might well be

claimed as the only worthy national principle and political ideal for

every country.

Now with regard to the great problems which the present great
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war has proposed to the ci\ihzation of the world, iiolhin^^ could be

more pressing- tiiaii the <(uestion of international morality, originat-

ing from the idea of humanity, which has been developing in recent

times. A most important feature of that morality is an appreciation

of the freedom and dignity of each nation, as we appreciate the

freedom and dignity of individuals ; and, as a matter of course, if

the attitude of disdaining other nations and ignoring small countries

is to be revised, the principle of "To attack is the right of the

strong," and the fundamental idea that "envy and hatred between

nations are natural and right" must be given uj) in the future. And
the peoi)le who have a higher civilization and stronger traits of

character, government,- position, etc.. should not use these advan-

tages for selfish ends, but endeavor to contribute to others according

to their ability. This is merely the quality of self-restraint which

must not be lacking if the strong is to continue to maintain his cjuali-

hcation as a superior. As the oriental saying has it, "The superior

man does not exhaust himself ; that is how he attains completeness."

Accordingly, the nation which makes progress and at the same

time appreciates the value of the individuality of other nations,

approaches that spirit of reverence for others which Goethe regards

as the essence of religion—a spirit, indeed, which makes the first

requirement of an international morality concerned with a wider

humanity. And as nations come into closer contact and feel more

the necessity of understanding one another's conditions, and in pro-

portion as the intercourse becomes rapid in succession, it is clear

that they ought to rid themselves not only of prejudices but also

of the inditlerence and aloofness which have marked the foreign

relations of the Great Powers up to the present time. And it need

hardly be said that such a general cultivation of friendship among
the nations, by removing the causes of friction which arise from the

lack of mutual understanding, would powerfully demonstrate that

international peace depends not so much upon diplomacy as upon

international morality.

If that were so, and yet nations found themselves unavoidably

at war, they should nevertheless observe morality, even in conflict,

and fight "fairly and squarely," in the manner known in the East

as "Bushido" (the way of Sainurai.), or "KuusJii no Arasoi" (the

conflict of true gentlemen
—

"clean fighting"). It ought to be a mat-

ter of course that morality should rule both the aims and the means
of war. And when for the sake of justice and freedom war be-

comes inevitable every nation should consider the enemy's case im-

partially, as a judge, appreciating the good points of their foes even
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while combating their faults ; hating their failings, but not necessarily

hating their people. Any nation can only secure "the moral com-

pensation of war" by advancing after war into a new kind of life,

in the new light of this international morality. If war simply rouses

the mutual hatred and hostile feelings of nations, and does not

lead them to deep heart-searchings, it can have no other effect than

sowing seed for another war ; it can never lift the world to a higher

plane.

STRAWS IN THE WIND.

BY THE EDITOR.

VARIOUS communications have been received at this office which

are straws in the wind indicating the various sentiments that pre-

vail in the United States concerning the war. The pro-British are

mostly hysterical and their opinions are based on the assumption that

the reports of the German atrocities are true and that the Germans

are barbarians who take a special delight in murdering women and

children. The Kaiser is represented just as Lincoln was years

ago by Great Britain when she sympathized with the South against

the North in- the hope of having the United States split into two

hostile countries. The pro-German views are better grounded, and

it is noteworthy that German sympathizers are gaining in numbers.

The time will come when the utterances of the pro-British Ameri-

cans w411 only be quoted as curious aberrations.

There is one queer communication which we received bearing

the title: "George Washington and German Americans," which reads

thus

:

" T abhor the thought of independence,' was the declaration

of George Washington previous to the Revolutionary War. To
sever connections with his beloved fatherland, England, was a

thought intolerable, but when forced by the repeated crimes of

the British to seize defensive arms, Washington, under the guidance

of God, became the mighty liberator of America.

"Even so the German citizens of the United States, shocked by

the iniquities of the Imperial Government, will stand united against

a land that has systematically destroyed all the ties of affection that

bound them to its shores.

"America has quelled a great civil war ; she can prevent all
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internal insubordination. Treason dare not manifest itself beneath

the stars and stripes.

"C. Allison, Richmond, Indiana."

If Washington were living to-day, he would most certainly

insist on the right of the United States to continue trading with

all nations in every commodity, in food-stuffs as well as cotton,

with the sole exception of war materials. But our administration

at Washington favors exportation of contraband of war to the

Allies and tolerates the demand of Great Britain to discontinue

our legitimate trade with England's enemies. Thus our attitude

is hostile to Germany and submissive to Great Britain. We are not

truly neutral, and there is great danger that we are drifting into

war with Germany, which of course would please the English dip-

lomats. Nothing would be more foolish on our part than to make

demands of Germany which must be absolutely unacceptable be-

cause they are calculated to cripple her self-defense. On the other

hand our present attitude in assisting Germany's enemies does her

more harm than actual war. How many German soldiers have

been killed by American ammunition ! There are many German
mothers who bewail their sad fate because they have lost their sons

in battle, and they say : "Our sons have been slain by bullets manu-

factured by the people beyond the ocean who officially pray for

peace and yet gain riches by selling ammunition to our enemies."

How are the Germans to defend themselves against us? We
are an enemy shooting arrows from ambush. If there should be

war between Germany and the United States, the Germans will

be at liberty to sink American as well as English ships without

discrimination ; it will simplify matters for Germany and we shall

probably need our ammunition ourselves.

Our fellow citizens of German birth or German descent natu-

rally resent the policy of this country, and it is difficult to foresee

what would be the final outcome of a war with Germany. So far

the German-Americans have made no threat of a rebellion ; on the

contrary they have always proved most loyal citizens. The accusa-

tion of "treason" made by Mr. C. Allison is certainly misapplied.

If there is treason it is committed by him who would make of this

country a catspaw of Great Britain, or, still worse, support a policy

of war in her interest.

Mr. Allison brands Germany's self-defense as iniquitous. Does
self-defense become iniquitous as soon as it is efficient? Are English
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passenger ships to be immune even when they carry 5471 cases of

ammunition? It is true that there were passengers on board of

the Lusitania, among them over a hundred Americans, but why
did they not heed the solemn warning of the German government?

Is it really inhuman on the part of Germany to protect her soldiers

against bullets and shells manufactured by us, and is our claim

justified that to furnish ammunition is our good right as a neutral

nation? The Germans stopped their export of ammunition for

Spain to use against us ; but we claim that our neutrality imposes

upon us the duty of letting the Allies have the death-dealing means

of warfare actually used to kill German soldiers.

Our president is a university professor but his logic is some-

how twisted and in the name of humanity he demands of Germany

that she shall abandon her barbarous warfare.

There are some people who are curious to know what the

human warfare President Wilson hints at would be like, and I

have come to the conclusion that he will probably propose to re-

place the Big Berthas and other cannons by pop-guns and use sugar-

plums for projectiles. That would be a merry war indeed, but so

long as humaneness is to be imposed upon Germany only, while

American manufacturers continue to furnish shrapnel for the

Allies, we fear that the proposition will remain unacceptable to

the Huns.

MISCELLANEOUS.

'•BRITISH FAILURE."

BY THE EDITOR.

Under the heading "British Failure" the New York Tribune of May 1, 1916,

published an editorial which pro-British interests of this country have endeav-

ored to eliminate by buying up the whole edition and thus keeping it out of

the market ; but the article was reprinted in the Mihvaukee Free Press of May
19, and so is still obtainable. Its arguments are pretty vigorous, but not in the

least exaggerated. On the contrary they could have been much more vigorous

if all the failures in both British diplomacy and British strategy had been

pointed out ; for instance the British fiasco at the Dardanelles is not set forth

in detail, nor in its dreadful seriousness. But the remarkable thing is that this

article appeared in a paper that is commonly regarded as pro-British. If the

New York Times is aware of "British Failure" there can no longer be any

doubt of the fact.

The Tribune says

:

"The Germans are mistaken when they say that the effect of this defeat
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[before Bagdad] will be to rouse the French and the Russians against their

allies, the British. The French have been disappointed since the beginning of

the war at what the British army has accomplished. They have been disap-

pointed because the failure of the British has cost them terril)le losses, but they

are equally conscious of the fact that the failure has not been through lack of

effort, and that the British aid remains a great and useful, even more, a neces-

sary, factor in the result they seek. The Russian sentiment is more obscure,

but hardly different.

"On the other hand, the effect upon British prestige in the world, upon

British confidence at home, can hardly be mistaken. At the moment when

Dublin is in ashes and a rebellion in Ireland is demonstrating the fatal folly

of the domestic policy of those who rule Britain, an army sent foolishly to

certain disaster surrenders, not to the Germans, not to the Austrians, but to the

Turks. Gallipoli is followed by Kut-el-Amara, and a British army has laid

down its arms to the troops of the Mahometan Sultan.

"In the Near East, in the Far East, this surrender before Bagdad is a

greater fact than the Russian victory at Erzerum or the French at Verdun.

What the French have purchased on the Aleuse, the Russians along the upper

Euphrates, for prestige and int^uence for the anti-Teutonic alliance, has been

wasted by the British in Mesopotamia and in Ireland. All the Allies suffer

thereby; but who can exaggerate the decline of British prestige in the world?"

Each of the nations entangled in this war has accomplished something, and

if the war were to stop and each countrj- keep just what it has now, Germany's

prestige, even if she did not win European hegemony, would be preserved.

Says the Tribune :

"Germany would stand forth as the marvelous nation which had for many
months faced and, on the whole, bested the world in arms, performing miracles

but failing to conquer Europe because the thing could not be done."

France and Russia will come out of the war with honor. "But," continues

the editor, "what of Britain? Her fleet has kept the seas, she remains the

ruler of the oceans, but on land wherever her armies have gone to battle they

have gone to defeat, ignominious defeat, regard being had for the generalship,

splendid defeat, regard being had for the soldiers. French's failure at Mons,

not to win, but to retreat in time ; the subsequent peril of his army, which

eliminated it as a factor at the Marne ; the British failure at the Marne, which

spoiled Joffre's magnificent combination and nearly ruined his battle; French's

indecision at Ypres. followed by his decision to retreat, a decision only just

blocked by Foch in that terrible night when, having lost a son and a son-in-law

and being nearly spent with weariness, he went to French and b\' moral force

compelled him to reverse his decision to retire ; the butchery of Loos, where

men won a battle and their victory was thrown away and the\' were left to die

unsupported—this is the storj' of Britain on the Continent to date.

"And at home. There is Ireland blazing into revolt. We have had strike

after strike ; we have had, and there remains, the struggle over conscription,

the quarrel about married men. We have seen a civil government that cannot

deal with a situation because it cannot understand it, because it cannot deal

with facts at all, because it can only talk. It lied to the British people over

all the years before the war came. It almost lied the British people out of

the war altogether and left France to perish alone. It has been lying ever

since."
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The New York Tribune draws the following lesson from "British Failure" :

"The tragedy that is contemporary Great Britain has a meaning for Amer-

icans that should not, cannot be mistaken. Our leaders have lied to us as the

British have lied to them. They have hidden the truth, they have fled the

facts and suppressed the truth. They have made us feel safe when we were in

peril, they have taught us to be selfish and to forget what our fathers and our

grandfathers died to make enduring. When our crisis comes, and that day is

not distant, we shall have the same defeats in the field, the same revolts at

home, the same wanton waste of all that is best. It, too, will be thrown in

the ditch and wasted in the swamp by leaders who cannot lead, and a people

which cannot foresee will not then be able to rescue itself from the body of

its own death.

"Democracy has failed in England as it is failing in the United States.

It has failed because it has not bred up men who can lead, who have courage,

faith or vision. It has not failed in France because the nation has taken over

its own leadership and the men who are in office (weak men for the most, too)

march to the command of a people who are facing the facts without illusion

and without dismay. Such hope as there is for democracy must be found in

France, not in England or America; it must be found in the fact that the people

have proven themselves to be brave and sound. In the ultimate analysis the

same will probably be true in Great Britain and America; but how much of

terrible sacrifice there is to come before the people are at last able to under-

stand and to act, the British history of recent months is a plain evidence
:"

There is only one mistake in this view. It is the use of the word democ-

racy. Germany is certainly more democratic than England or France. All we
can say in favor of France is that the French army is undoubtedly superior

to the armies of the other Allies.

DISPOSING OF THE HYPHENATES.

BY MEDICUS.

It seems to me that in America our patience must by this time have nearly

reached the breaking point. Is it not quite time that we follow the examples of

France and England, and separate the loyal from the disloyal? Every Amer-
ican should be made to swear allegiance to France and England, and to declare

himself in favor of the Allies first, America second. As is our way always in

such matters we have been too lenient and procrastinating with those who in-

sist on the United States first. All such should be rigorously interned in

barbed wire enclosures. For this purpose I suggest the use of military barbed

wire; first because the barbs are heavier and much longer than those of

ordinary barbed wire, and second, because our factories are making it on a

large scale at present, and it is, therefore, to be had more readily in quantity

on short notice. It is the ideal barbed wire for internment camps. The wires

should be placed not more than 2 inches apart, and the fences should be 27

feet high. This may seem like a waste of wire ; but frankly I think not.

Wires strung 2 inches apart will effectually prevent the small children from

escaping, and a height of 27 feet will reduce all escapes to a minimum. This,

in turn, will operate to reduce materially the number of guards necessary, and

at the same time reduce the public expense incident to chasing and tracking

down escaped Hyphenates. Another advantage that can hardly be ignored in
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a countn- like ours, ruled by Public Opinion, would be the additional sense of

security, especially in isolated rural communities, from the nocturnal practice

of the Hyphenates in building concealed concrete gun emplacements. B\-

Hyphenates I understand not only the German-Americans and Austrians

living in this country' but also the Swedes and the German-Swiss.

Some will object to this plan on the score of expense, and of space re-

quired ; since probably upward of 50,000,000 inhabitants of this country will

have to be so interned. But such objections are more apparent than real.

America is large, and the detension space, I calculate, can be reduced to 25

square feet per interne; and in camps where the percentage of infants and

children under 5 years of age runs high, this space can doubtless be reduced

to 18 square feet per capita. The problem of clothing for the interned is one

of comparative simplicity. Each person interned should be required to provide

himself before internment with sufficient clothing for the period of his deten-

tion. The question of food, however, is one of far greater magnitude; and,

indeed, at first glance looms up formidable enough to any Patriot ; for the dic-

tates of our humanity will require that these unfortunates be sufficiently sup-

plied with an abundance of nourishing food. On the small allowance of 15

cents a day per capita, the cost to the country seems appalling, not less than

$2,700,000,000 per annum. Every Patriot will agree with me, I believe, that

15 cents a day is all and even more than any Hyphenate deserves ; but, un-

fortunateh-, as we serve humanity first of all, we must consider 15 cents as a

minimum allowance. ]\Iy suggestion of 15 cents a day as a food allowance is

made with hesitation. I am inclined to believe that the cost will be somewhat

greater. However, this important question will undoubtedly be equitably ad-

justed by competent investigators and boards, who will fix upon a sum reason-

ably satisfactory to both the interned and the nation. Happily there is no

reason to fear that our people will be in any degree niggardly. We may even

confidently expect that a beautiful charity will grow up in connection with this

phase of our public duty, appreciated equally by the world at large and the

Hyphenates.

At frequent intervals around each enclosure, towers should be erected on

which machine guns are to be mounted for the purpose of maintaining order

among the occupants. This machine-gun feature I regard as one of prime im-

portance; for, doubtless, during the first few weeks much disaffection will

prevail in the camps.

When I first broached this project to my influential friend, Aliadus, he ob-

jected to it on the score of the barbed wire. He maintained that we would be

diverting unduly large quantities of wire from its legitimate uses in Europe,

and that we can best help our friends there by shipping them our entire output.

Fortunately I was soon able to convince him that we can best serve them by

using a portion of it for the purpose I have outlined above, and that ways and

means can be found to double our production for a short period at least.

My feelings, aroused by these more than 50,000,000 uncurbed Hyphenates

in the United States, are so deep that it is difficult for me to restrain myself

sufficiently to speak in measured terms. I can sympathize with a German child,

war orphaned, and even with a war-widow of Germany, especially if they be

hungry. But I cannot express in words my contempt for any sodden-brained

American Hyphenate who does not, and apparently cannot, comprehend that

the Western European Allies are consciously and wittingly fighting America's
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battle for liberty and continued existence ; for one who knows not that these

same European Allies are battling even to death that the United States may
become the first nation of the universe ; for one who knows not that England

and France love the United States far more than any sodden-brained Hy-
phenate ever has, or ever will love her. The administration of the adequate

and proper words of scorn to the cringing Hyphenate, haled suddenly before

James Beck's "Court of Universal Public Opinion," I leave to the able editor

of the New York Times who has had vastly more practice in writing about

Hyphenates than has this writer, and Patriot.

BOOK REVIEWS AND NOTES.

Protest Against the Cruel War; or, Prop.kganda to Cre.\te a Strong

Public Opinion Against the War. Published by the author, Peter

filo Schitlte, Box 43, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Pamphlet, 20 cents, postpaid.

This work treats the war and peace problems from the monistic view of

life. The work is a poignant denunciation of the great war. The author

states that the continuation of the war means only the continuation of the

killing, suffering and destruction, and that no matter what the outcome of the

war the result cannot be lasting. The author declares that permanent peace

in the future is attainable only by the formation of a combination of the United

States and the chief nations of Europe and tlie establishment of an inter-

national court. Significant are the articles, "Do the People Want War?,"
"Facts and Figures about World-Life," and "Monistic Ideals." If a person

states conclusions that the people like lie will receive support and a blind fol-

lowing; but if a person states the hard facts he is likely to receive abuse. The
author emphasizes that it is necessary to face the facts and to work accordingly

to avoid world-perils like the present great war. tt

Our readers will understand tliat we are not responsible for opinions ex-

pressed in our advertisements ; further, that it would be positively wrong to

exclude advertisements because we do not agree with their statements. For

instance in publishing the advertisement of the National Association of the

Universal Religion we do not intend to defend the practice of bigamy, nor on

the other hand do we wish to suppress the announcement of Mr. Kheiralla's

book, especially as it offers "an effective reply to the attacks of Robert P.

Richardson" which appeared in T]ic 0[^eii Court of August 1915 and Novem-
ber 1916. At the time of their appearance we had asked the head of the

Bahaists in this country. His Excellency Dr. Zia M. Bagdadi, to refute Mr.

Richardson's criticism, and now see incidentally that such a reply is made
public in 'Sir. Kheiralla's book. All direct replies which we received from

Bahaists, including Mr. Kheiralla himself, have been given publicity in the

columns of The Open Court from time to time.

Our frontispiece represents the wandership of Captain Dahul which is a

type of Flying Dutchman. The gruesome story of this bloodthirsty pirate was

told by Mr. Wilbur Bassett in the January number where it was accompanied

by copious notes of the folklore of this tale, including also reference to the

Wandering few legend.
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One year to American Journal of Botany. .$5.00

One copy of Inheritance of Acquired Char-
acters, by Rignano 3.00

One copy of Primary Factors in Organic
Evolution, by Cope 2.00

One year to American Journal of Botany. .$5.00
'

One copy of Examination of Weismann-
ism, by Romanes 1.00

One copy of Origin of Organic Evolution, i

by Von Nageli 60 (
All for $5.00

One copy of Experiments on the Gener-
ation of Insects, by Redi 2.00

One copy of Memory, by Hering 1.00^

All orders should be sent direct to the

Open Court Publishing Company
122 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago



I think it the bounden duty of every American citizen so to

fortify and strengthen his knowledge of the past that he may
be " prepared," in the highest sense of the term, to serve his

country and aid her by every means in his power to solve

the problems now facing her. That this brief account of how
England grew into the mighty British Empire of to-day and
the lessons which our country may learn from such a growth
may be of help to some other American, is my earnest wish.

ALFRED H. GRANGER.

ALFRED HOYT GRANGER
Distinguished American Architect

Formerly of Chicago and Lake Forest, now of Philadelphia)

AUTHOR OF

England's World Empire
A brief account of her foreign policy since

the discovery of America up to the present time

All Bookstores Cloth, $1.50

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY, lOOl Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO



COMPARE THE WORK
AND YOU WILL

CHOOSE THE ROYAL

Compare the work done on the

Royal Typewriter—put it to the de-

ciding test of actual results.

Compare the appearance of the work
—the clean, clear, legible letters, the

exact, correct lines.

Compare the time saved by the oper-

ator, through the mechanical respon-

siveness of the Royal.

Compare the money saved through
the ending of excessive repairs—the

• money saved because the Royal does

not have to be "laid off."

Compare the life of the Royal—the

long life built into it because it is

invented, designed and built to be a

true visible typewriter in construc-

tion as well as in operation.

Compare the greater value of your
investment in the Royal—the endur-
ing value in a typewriter which is not

built to be sold with the expectation

that it will have to be "traded-out"
in two or three years.

Compare the simplicity of the Royal
—a typewriter which writes, which
bills and charges, which types cards,

without a single extra attachment
—the typewriter on which your sten-

ographer does more work and better

work with less effort.

Get the facts. Know the Royal.
Telephone or write any Royal branch
or agency for a demonstration now,
and ' 'compare the work" in your own
surroundings and under your own
working conditions.

Royal Typewriter Co., Inc.

Factory—Hartford, Conn.
General Offices—New York

Branches and Agencies the World Over

New Essays Concerning

Human Understanding
By LEIBNIZ

Trans. By ALFRED G. LANGLEY

In honor of the Leibnitz Bicenten-
nial Anniversary the Open Court
Publishing Company presents the new
edition of Leibnitz New Essays con-
cerning human understanding. Trans-
lated from the original by Alfred
G. Langley.

This book is the only work of
Leibnitz included in the list of the

American Library Association of
those books regarded as indispensa-
ble for all libraries.

"I believe it to be the best edited

philosophical work that has appeared
in America."—Benjamin Rand, Ph.
D., Librarian of the Emerson Philo-
sophical Library, Harvard Univer-
sity, in letter to the translator.

Cloth, $3.00.

Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago

A BUDGET OF PARADOXES
By AUGUSTUS DE MORGAN

Revised and edited with full Bib-
liographical Notes and Index, by
David Eugene Smith, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, New
York. Cloth, 2 volumes, 500 pages
each. $3.50 per volume.

PRESS NOTES.
"The Open Court Publishing Com-

pany has many times laid the edu-
cated world under an obligation by
its publishing ventures. Its latest

undertaking is the reprinting of Au-
gustus De Morgan's book entitled,

A Budget of Paradoxes, which first

appeared in 1872."—Classical Weekly.
"Delicious bits of satire of the

nineteenth century. . . . An amaz-
ing work."—Review of Reviews.

"Out of print for long years, lov-

ers of the classical and the curious

will welcome its appearance in a

new edition in two volumes under
the editorship of David Eugene
Smith of Columbia University."

—

The Tribune.

The Open Court Publishing Company
122 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
RELIGION

BY

GEORGE ALBERT COE
Professor of Religious Education, Union

Tlieologlcal Seminary

For the Minister's Library

For the Theological Seminary Student

For College and Seminary Classes

For the Psychologist and Educator

For Young People's and Adult Bible Classes

Of nineteen chapters, the first four
are devoted to aspects of psychologi-
cal study and investigation. The re-

maining fifteen present the author's
keen analysis of religion in its individ-

ual and social processes.

xvili-l-366 pp., i2nio, clotli. $1.50, postage extra
(weight I lb. 10 oz.

THE UNIVERSITYOF CHICAGO PRESS

Chicago - - - Illinois



BOOKS WORTH READING

Sociology and Political Economy
Municipal Administration in Germany. By Edmund James, President of the

University of Illinois. Pamphlet, price 50 cents.

The Prussian city of Halle is taken as the typical German form of munici-
pal government. It affords an insight into the actual conditions prevailing in

German cities.

The Charters of the City of Chicago. By Edmund James. Pamphlet, two
parts, 50 cents each.

Chicago, as a typical American city, offers a wide field for study in political

science. Part I deals with "The Early Charters," Part II "The City Charters."

The Function of Socialization in Social Evolution. By Ernest W. Burgess,

Ohio State University. Price, $1.25.

Men in relation to their environment, together with a study of invention,
progress and the grouping of interests furnish the main theme in this book.

Unpopular Government in the United States. By Albert M. Kales, Professor

of Law, Northwestern University. Cloth, $1.50.

An account of the manner in which a system of government by bureaus
has grown up without the knowledge or consent of the American people. It

includes an account of recent political efforts to dislodge the power of the few
by a commission form of government and the initiative and referendum, clos-

ing with a chapter on suggested changes in the plan of federal government.

American Newspapers. By James Edward Rogers. Price, $1.00.

The author has examined 15,000 newspapers from all sections of the country
in order to gain some acquaintance for the necessary facts before forming a
definite judgment. He goes thoroughly into the evolution of the modern news-
paper, the influence of the American newspaper and the causes of this influence.

Logic and Literature

Essays on Experimental Logic. By John Dewey. Price, $1.75.

Emphasis is here laid upon the fact that thinking "is not an event going
on exclusively within the cortex or the cortex and vocal organs. Hands and
feet, apparatus and appliances of all kinds are as much a part of it as changes
in the brain." Action therefore appears to be mental as well as physical, and
thinking, physical as well as mental.

A Manual for Writers. By John Matthews Manly of the Department of Eng-
lish, University of Chicago, and John Arthur Powell of the editorial

department of the University of Chicago Press. Price, $1.25.

A practical book on the art of writing and thinking covering the needs of
authors for information on rules of writing and practice in nrinting.

Elements of Debating. A manual for use in high schools and academies. By
Leverett S. Lyon, Joliet Township High School. Price, $1.00.

"Skill in the art of argumentation is half the battle of life."



BOOKS WORTH READING (Continued)

Logic and Literature

The Modern Study of Literature. By Richard Green Moulton of the University
of Chicago. Price, $2.50.

A text-book of comparative literature combining classical, biblical and
modern literature.

On the Interpretation of Empedocles. By Clara Elizabeth Millerd. Pamphlet,
75 cents.

Perennial freshness and vitality of Greek thought as expressed in the
writings of Empedocles is one of the most attractive fields for the study of
pre-Socratic literature.

Religion and Philosophy

The Function of Religion in Man's Struggle for Existence. By George B.

Foster. Price, $1.00.

The question of the value of religion to the human organization is the
problem which this author works out thoroughly and patiently.

A Study of the Psychology of Ritualism. By Frederick Goodrich Henke.
Pamphlet, Price, $1.00.

An interesting conclusion is reached by this author in his study of the
consciousness of primitive people as expressed in their rituals and objects of
worship.

The Aesthetic Experience; Its Meaning in the Functional Psychology. By
Elizabeth Kemper Adams. Pamphlet, 75 cents.

"Our fullest aesthetic realization at any one time of the unity of our world
is for us at that time the absolute."

William James and Henri Bergson. A study in contrasting theories of life.

By Horace Meyer Kallen, University of Wisconsin. Price, $1.50.

A clever study of the difference between William' James as the creator of
pragmatism and Henri Bergson, representative of intuitional philosophy.

Science and History

The Origin of the Earth. By Thomas C. Chamberlin, University of Chicago.

Price, $1.50.

A review of the theories of earth genesis with the testimony of historical

vestiges. The author declares as his personal view, that what we regard as

merely material is at the same time spiritual and that what we try to reduce
to the mechanistic is at the same time volitional; that the emergence of what we
call the living from the inorganic, and of the psychic from the physiologic,

were at once the transcendent and the transcendental features of the earth's

evolution.

Control of Hunger in Health and Disease. By Anton Julius Carlson. Price,

$2.00.

Hunger as auto-suggestion and not as an actual physical need is an attrac-

tive idea especially in these_ days of the high cost of living. This book is a

digest of biological and clinical literature on the subject of hunger mechanics.



BOOKS WORTH READING (Continued)

Science and History

Light Waves and Their Uses. By A. A. Michelson, University of Chicago.

Price, $1.50.

This series of eight lectures was delivered in the spring of 1899 at the
Low^ell Institute. It includes an outline of a number of interesting investiga-
tions based on the use of light waves. The author ventures to say that in the
not very distant future, there will be a color music as well as a color art.

A Short History of Belgium. By Leon Van der Essen, University of Louvain.

Price, $1.00.

The author attempts to give an account of the past history of the Belgian
people, leaving entirely out of consideration their present deeds and suflferings

due to the war. The book is dedicated to King Albert.

A Short History of Japan. By Ernest Wilson Clement, University of Tokyo
Price, $1.00.

The object of this book is to give a bird's-eye view of the history of Japan.
The author does not claim any originality but selects his thoughts from good
authorities so as to guide the student through existing literature on the subject.

The Mental Traits of Sex. By Helen B. Thompson, Mt. Holyoke College.

Price, $1.25.

A report of a series of experiments carried on in the psychological labora-

tory at the University of Chicago.

The Evolution of Sex in Plants. By John Merle Coulter. Price, $1.00.

"In the plant, sexuality is not the only method of reproduction; also, sex
organs may disappear and sexuality remain."

Sex and Society. By William I. Thomas, University of Chicago. Price, $1.50.

A study of the dififerences in bodily habit between men and women, par-

ticularly the greater strength, restlessness and motor aptitude of men and the

more stationary condition of women.

Women's Work and Wages. By Edward Cadbury, M. Cecil Matthewson and

George Shan, Price, $1.50.

Women's trade unions, marriage laws and the social life of unmarried
women are three very well written and interesting chapters in this book.

Old German Love Songs. By Frank C. Nicholson. Price, $1.50.

A translation from the Minnesingers of the twelfth to the fourteenth cen-

turies. The introduction discusses at some length the origin and early stages
of "Minne Songs," their chief characteristics being "the courtly love song,

stereotyped phraseology and knightly chivalry."

The Legal Protection of Woman Among the Ancient Germans. By William

Rullkoetter. Pamphlet, price, $1.00.

When the Roman people began to degenerate, the Germanic race ernerged
from obscurity and supplied the vitality and vigor essential for a new civiliza-

tion. They recognized in woman the guardian of the purity and strength of

the race.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
122 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE

CHICAGO ILLINOIS



PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS
IN THE LIGHT OF VITAL ORGANIZATION

By EDMUND MONTGOMERY

Cloth $2.50

Both Materialism and Idealism are regarded by Montgomery as inadequate interpre-

tations of Nature: Ideal states, as such, possess no causal eflSciency, while inert particle,

or units of any kind, mechanically moved, possess none of the endowments of true

reality. The perceptible world displays power-endowed, combining, interacting, and
interdependent real existents.

Constructively Montgomery essays to show what kind of perduring and efficient

entity really underlies the fleeting phenomena of consciousness, what abiding matrix

issues them into actual awareness and harbors them as memorized and systematized

knowledge. This matrix the author finds tp be a product solely of vital organizations

which, in turn, is regarded as consisting not in the structural aggregation and functional

cooperation of autonomous cells, but in the phyletic elaboration of an individuated

whole, adjusting itself more and more adequately to its environment.
Thus a new solution is offered to the problems of substantiality and identity, while

rational and ethical conduct are likewise shown to be wholly dependent upon vital

organization.

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Chicago and London

O CHRISTIANS!
Why Do Ye Believe Not On Christ?

By Ibrahim George Kheiralla, B. A., D. D.

THE BOOK OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY ON RELIGION AND SCIENCE.

It gives ns the glad tidings of the appearance of God the Father, who came and
established His kingdom on earth in fulfillment of the promises of Christ and the prophets.

Also an effective reply to the attacks of Robert P. Richardson, the late H. H. Jessup,

D. D. and Samuel Graham Wilson, D. D.

Theologians invited to a conference.—Abbas ESendi lost his position.—Christians

asleep.

—

Foundation of universal -peace.—Abrogation of the Christian church.

—

Letter to chief head of Christianity.— Toe banquet —The Behai claims are true.—-Right

and wrong, this book solves the problem.—Bigamy is tiot a sin, nor prohibited in any
known revelation.— Prerogative of man —Scientific reasons given why the calendar viust

be changed.— "Beginning which has no beginning and the end which has no ending,"

fully explained and given to the \<rorld of Religion and Science.—Creation and its causes.

—Horrible state of affairs encompassing humanity.—Remove the causes of injustice,

etc., etc.

For more complete inforination send for circular.

First edition ready for delivery, Feb. lo. Price, Postpaid fi.oo.

Newark Branch, National Association of the Universal Religion

123 South Twelfth Street NEWARK, NEW JERSEY



The Philosophy of Wang
Yang Ming

By

FREDERICK GOODRICH HENKE, Ph. D.

Introduction by Professor James H. Tufts, Univ. of Chicago

Cloth, 512 pp. Price $2.50

PRESS NOTES.

"Dr. Henke is to be congratulated upon a work of real scholarship

in a field quite untouched before in English."

—

Wisconsin Journal.

"The western world knows so little accurately of the inner thoughts
of Chinese Scholars, whether living or past, that such a work is a real

gift to our philosophical literature."

—

Los Angeles Examiner.

"In a large volume Frederick G. Henke, once professor of philosophy
at the University of Nanking, presents 'The Philosophy of Wang Yang
Ming,' a translation of the first volume in the Shanghai edition. This
makes available the paragraphic wisdom of one of China's foremost
idealists, a man of the sixteenth century."

—

Chicago Daily Nezvs.

"It is not at all necessary to be a rule book philosopher to get good out
of the learned sayings of Wang Yang Ming, and Prof. Henke's transla-

tion of them is meat for the scholar and a treat for plain folks."

—

Nezu
York Sun.

"Professor Henke, for the first time in English, with the co-operation
of Chinese and foreign scholars, has produced a translation that is

smooth, clear, readable, and, best of all, accurate. We owe a debt of
gratitude to translator and publisher for this book revealing to the student
the power of the progressive mind of China and Japan."

—

Christian In-
telligencer.

"Few of the choice products of Chinese scholarship have been avail-

able to Western students. This translation should, therefore, receive
an appreciative welcome. It is a valuable contribution to our knowledge
of the ethical and philosophical attitude of the cultured Oriental."

—

Nezv
York Examiner.

The Open Court Publishing Company
122 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, Dl.


